Frontier and Midland, Summer 1938 by Merriam, Harold G.
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the coolers where the hams and bacon 
were cured. They marveled at his talk 
of thousands of hams curing at one 
time in one place. He saw that they 
couldn’t imagine the thing, hams and 
bacon curing in tubs five feet high and 
four feet across. One or two even 
snickered, ready to burst into delighted 
laughter over the improbable tales. He 
could not make them see the vast damp 
cold “ cellars,”  with electric lights in 
the ceiling and row on row of im 
mense tubs, the hams showing pink and 
white through the brown liquid when 
you looked over the top. You could 
see your breath there in the dead of 
summer.
He drew incredible pictures of the 
great city—riding in the street-cars 
unsegregated from the white folks, sit 
ting right along of ’em, even in the 
choice place by the window ef you got 
there first. Effen you were sitting and 
white folks got on, you just sot and the 
white folks had to stand, just like ef 
you yourself was white. Those who 
had been snickering burst into gay 
guffaws at that. But there was no de 
rision in their laughter. They were 
delighted and immensely impressed.
He told how nice the white folks 
treated you—waited on you in big 
fancy stores and talked real polite 
while you picked a suit of clothes. How 
the white men at the yahds said hello 
and talked to you just like you wasn’t 
black at all. Kidded with you and 
joked.
It was true. The clerks and time 
keepers liked to kid Dunlevy. They 
said, “ You're a damn liar, Dun. You 
couldn't tell the truth on a stack of 
bibles.” They grinned when they said 
it. They said, “ You're so low down 
you'd sell your grandmother's picture
for a taffy apple.” Dun’s kinfolk 
wouldn’t even know what a taffy apple 
was if he had said that.
The foreman was nothing like a 
Southern boss. H e’d bark at you and 
roar sometimes and yell, “ What the 
hell you doin’, takin’ a nap?” but it 
didn’t have the sting of a Southern 
boss. Dun could move fast; but he 
would slow up sometimes and then the 
foreman would yell. Dun always said, 
“ Yassuh, Mistah Ed, yassuh,” and 
would bestir himself to greater effort. 
The foreman looked pleased behind his 
scowl. He walked off in his dirty long 
white coat, called a “ frock.”
Sometimes a young man in a frock 
came into the cellar. He carried strange 
glass things in his hands—tubes and 
beakers and flasks. Usually he came 
alone, but frequently Mistah Ed was 
along. The foreman and the young 
man moved from tub to tub, peering in, 
talking of cure and yield and shrink 
age. Green hams and cured ones. Qual 
ity—A No. 1 and seconds. They men 
tioned Oklahoma City and Kansas City. 
Talked shipping and big figures.
The young man always had a pecu 
liar glass tube. It was about a foot 
long and it bulged out in the middle. 
Once Dun heard him call it a pipette. 
The young man would insert the end 
of the tube into the tub and draw some 
of the pickle liquid into it. His lips 
pursed up and his cheeks drew in like 
two large dimples. The liquid would 
rise, brown and bubbling. The young 
man held it up to the light, eyeing it 
critically. He let it down drop by drop 
until it came to a white mark etehed 
in the upper part of the tube. Then he 
emptied it into a small glass flask 
which he plugged up with a rubber 
stopper.
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To Dun the tubes and flasks and 
beakers were a source of awesome mys 
tery. Like voodoo. They were part of 
mysterious doings. Dun knew what 
the young man would do next. He 
would take his tubes and flasks up 
to the chemical laboratory on the top 
floor of the office building. Dun knew, 
because Mistah Ed had sent him 
up a few times with 11 samples.** 
Mistah Ed must have trusted him a 
good deal. In  the laboratory they put 
the pickle solution through strange 
processes and the next day the young 
man came down and told Mistah Ed 
how much salt was in it and how much 
sugar. Other things too that Dun had 
never even heard of. Dun was thrilled 
at having played a part in these mys 
terious doings.
Mistah Ed shoved the heavy door of 
the cooler open one day and came strid 
ing toward Dun. Dun knew that Mis- 
tuh Ed was coming to talk to him, 
though the foreman did not look di 
rectly at him as he approached.
“ Dun, they want you at the time of 
fice. Credit union. W hat’s the mat 
ter, aren’t you keeping up your pay 
ments in the credit union?”
“ N-n-n-n-no, suh. Ah mean, yassuh. 
Ah ain’t behin’, nossuh.”
Dun always stuttered when any of 
the bosses talked to him in a stern tone. 
Among his own he was glib enough.
“ Gettin* tied up outside again f 
W hat’re you doin’ now, buyin’ watches 
and diamonds and suits?”
“ N-n-n-n-n-no, suh. I ain’t buyin’ 
n-n-nuthin ’ ’
“ You ain’t payin’ your debts, then.’’ 
“ Yassuh. Ah ain’t behin’ with no 
body. No, suh.**
“ Well, the credit union ain’t calling 
you for nothing. Go on over there and
find out w hat’s the trouble. You bet 
ter keep yourself straight if you know 
w hat’s good for you.”
“ Yassuh.”
Dun hurried to the time office. He 
knew what Mr. Holzer, the head time 
keeper, wanted. Dun was a few weeks 
behind in payments on his loan. Hol 
zer would storm and Dun would have 
to pay up next pay-day. Then he 
would be all right for a couple of weeks 
and could get caught up on his cloth 
ing bill and radio and the wrist watch 
he had bought himself last Christmas.
Dun opened the door of the time of 
fice deferentially, holding onto the in 
side knob to keep the spring from 
shutting the door too loudly. He re 
moved his cap and stepped up to the 
cashier’s window. Holzer, at his desk, 
looked up. He took a yellow card 
and came to the counter. He was a tall 
thin man, with glasses and with deep 
lines in his face.
“ W hat’s the matter with you, young 
fellow? You’re three weeks behind.”  
“ Aint nuthin’ the matter wiff me, 
Mistuh Holzah. Ah skipped last week.” 
“ Last week and a couple of other 
weeks. ’ ’
Holzer was loud, masterful. Some of 
the clerks in the outer office looked 
up, grinned and bent to their work 
again. This was old stuff to them.
“ You’re three weeks behind. You 
better get yourself straightened out 
here.”
“ Yassuh. Ah will. Nex’ pay-day.” 
“ We had the same trouble with you 
on your other loans. You promised to 
take care of this one and now you’re 
slipping again.”
“ Yassuh. Ah won’t slip no mo*. Ah 
pay ewathing pay-day.”
“ You. better keep your house in or-
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der, boy, or you’re going to lose your 
job. If  you ’re going to keep acting like 
this and making trouble for yourself 
and everybody else, we don’t want you 
around here at all.”
Holzer talked a strange English, 
Chicawgo English. Dun had a fleeting 
recollection of how odd that kind of 
talk had sounded when he first came 
up from Georgia. Full-mouthed, and 
with all the letters exceedingly plain— 
the vowels broad and the consonants 
unduly emphasized. Folks with names 
like Holzer and Dettmer and Peterson 
talked like that. Folks with names like 
Brown and Wheat and Jordan didn’t  
talk quite like that, but they talked 
different from the folks down South, 
too—harsh and crisp and fast. Arti 
ficial it seemed. Chicago talk stood 
out like black letters on white paper; 
not smooth and ripply like Southern 
talk.
Dun could read some; he bought a 
paper every day on the way home and 
looked it over in the street-car. All the 
white folks did that. He always looked 
at the sporting page to see if there was 
anything about Joe Louis and Jesse 
Owens. Whenever he heard Chicago 
talk he thought of words printed on 
paper. Chicago talk was print talk, 
but Southern talk was—well, just talk 
—talksy.
“ Ah ketch up pay-day, Mistah Hol- 
zah. Ah don’t  want to get in bad.”  
“ You gettin’ tied up outside? Suits 
and radios, I  suppose. Every time 
somebody comes up to you and tries to 
sell you something, you think you have 
to buy.”
“ No, suh, I a in’t  buy nothin’.”
“ I wonder.”
“ No, suh.”
“ Well, anyway, you come in here 
pay-day and square up.”
“ Yassuh.”
Dun grabbed his cap by the crown 
and dropped it on his head, making a 
hasty retreat. Shoulders hunched, he 
walked rapidly up the street that led 
to the Sweet Pickle Cellar. The air 
was fresh and cool outdoors. The red 
bricks of the pavement were rounded 
with wear and there were straight mar 
gins of black damp earth between 
them.
White folks was funny. They didn’t 
seem to have the natural feel for flashy 
clothes and watches and pretty jewelry 
—things that made you warm inside 
and happy right down in your belly.
What Mr. Holzer didn’t take into ac 
count was the magic of new things, and 
the greater magic of coming into pos 
session of them through the simple ex 
pedient of signing your name and pay 
ing down a dollar. Just one dollar. 
The man in the store put a paper in 
front of you with lots of printing on 
it and handed you a pen and said, 
‘1 Sign there. ’9 Dun signed, laboriously 
and in large letters. Signing his name 
was about all the writing he could do. 
Sometimes the pen stuck and made a 
spatter of small dots on the paper, like 
a picture of an exploding skyrocket.
The man picked up the paper, squint 
ed a t the signature and said, “ W hat’s 
the name? Dan—”
“ Dunlevy Watson.”
“ Oh, Dunlevy Watson. Where do 
you work, Watson ?”
He asked Dun his check number and 
two or three references and said, 
“ That’ll be a dollar.”  After that Dun 
walked out with a new suit or an over 
coat or a new wrist watch.
A clanging engine was pulling a
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couple of tank cars up the oil refinery 
track.
Dun had a radio. I t stood up against 
the wall of his room, a long cord run 
ning from it to the double socket at the 
end of the cord which hung from the 
ceiling. One outlet of the double 
socket supplied the power for the 
radio; the room ’s only light was in the 
other socket. A funny face, carved in 
a cocoanut shell, stood on top of the 
radio. A glittering gilded light socket 
stuck out of the head, without a lamp. 
Above the socket, supported by thin 
wires, was a shade of some hairy-look- 
ing stuff, bristly, like what covers 
cocoanut shells. Evenings Dun sat, 
looking at the radio, listening to the 
sounds that came out. I t  caught the 
light in various places in long thin 
lines. It stood there gleaming, effi 
cient, perfect. Unexpressed, the thought 
kept running through his mind, “ It 's  
mine! I t ’s mine!- ’ His possession of 
it endowed it with a peculiar quality of 
intimacy. I t  said, “ I ’m Dunlevy Wat 
son’s.”  I t had Dunlevy Watson all 
over it. No other radio looked like 
that, not even the higher priced ones. 
Other roomers in the building used to 
come in and listen and enjoy the music 
and the jokes. But it was Dun’s radio. 
His own. Pretty soon he wouldn’t 
have to pay on it anymore.
Mr. Holzer never gave a thought to 
the magic of new things. He talked 
about “ character”  and “ honesty” and 
“ keeping square with the board.” 
Preacher Ramsey was like that, too. He 
talked about “ virtue” and “ faith” 
and “ good works” and the “ spirichel 
life. ’ ’ When the Rev. Ramsey preached, 
shouting and moaning and defying the 
devil, touching on Heaven and the life 
eternal and subtly flattering the con 
gregation with references to the righ 
teousness of the just, it made you feel 
good and nice and respectable. Some 
times you wanted to go right out and 
fight evil and the unjust. It was worth 
the ten cents in the basket and the two 
bits for the ice cream social.
Mr. Holzer had said once, “ If you 
play ball with us, we’ll play ball with 
you.”  For a moment, Dun didn’t  get 
that. Then he gathered from what Mr. 
Holzer said after that that it meant to 
pay your debts. Dun said, ‘ ‘ Sho. ’ ’ And 
by way of entering into the spirit of 
the conversation, added, “ Ah ain’t 
goin’ keep mah aigs in one basket no 
mo’, no suh.”  Mr. Holzer kind of 
laughed, and Dun felt he had made a 
good impression.
Steam was rolling in billows out of 
the Tank House, spreading a rank sour 
odor down the street. A box-car was 
loading by the Dry Salt Cellar. 
Through the side door a throaty voice 
yelled, “ Hi, Dun. How’s boy!”  Dun 
said, “ Hi,”  and waved an arm. I t was 
Rank Gordon, pushing a salt-bespat 
tered truck, grinning. White salt 
dappled the black wet planks below the 
door of the box-car.
These things Preacher Ramsey and 
Mr. Holzer and the other white folks 
said, they were nice, too, in their own 
way; but that was a different kind of 
niceness. Dreamy like. You couldn’t 
touch that kind of niceness with your 
hands. I t floated around you like 
sweet smoke. You could feel it but you 
couldn’t see it. These other things— 
suits, jewelry—you could run your 
fingers over them and feel the glitter 
and the color.
Nobody ever said anything about the 
feel a new suit gave you. Tingly. All 
over. Little vibrations that surround-
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ed you like some pink cloud. The dark 
blue suit with the inch squares on it 
marked off in red pencil stripe. Nice 
and stiff and flat. The pockets in the 
coat clung right to you. The flaps over 
the pockets were flat, too. Cozy-like. 
The pants hung with a straight crease 
from the belt right down to your feet. 
Wide pants. Almost cover your foot. 
You even walked lighter. The tan 
shoes on your feet did that. And the 
spats! When you sat down in the pool- 
hall, you threw your left foot over the 
right knee, careless, and let the spat 
show. A pearly-gray hat on your head, 
snug, making you feel like the picture 
on the billboard.
Other days you only wore old baggy 
clothes to and from work. Down at 
the plant you wore overalls and jump 
er and a old heavy red sweater to keep 
from catching cold, running in and out 
of the damp cellar. Rush here, rush 
there. Get yourself all smelled up and 
greasy and grimy.
Saturday night you put on your 
sport clothes. Perfume on your lapel. 
The green stuff in the bottle with the 
putty white gal on it with the yella 
hair. Say Belle of the Races on the 
sticker. Just a drop you use, just 
enough to make sweet air around you.
In your new suit you were a different 
man. Down at work you were one kind 
of a Dunlevy Watson; in your new suit 
you were another. On week days, 
sweating around the dock and the 
Sweet Pickle Cellar, you were one kind 
of man. On Saturday nights, in your 
swell cool clothes and clean underwear, 
you were somebody altogether else. The 
Sweet Pickle Cellar didn't exist. It 
was there—silent, damp, dripping— 
but it occupied only a tiny dark corner 
'way back in your brain.
Back at the Sweet Pickle Cellar the 
foreman said, “ Well, Dun, d'ja get all 
straightened out?"
“ Yassuh. Mistuh Holzah say evva- 
thing all right."
“ I bet he did."
“ Yassuh."
“ Get in there now and get busy."
“ Sho."
The gals, they recognized that at 
mosphere about you. Rosetta and 
Lulu and Ivory and all the rest of them. 
You knew by that straightahead look 
in their eyes when they walked past 
you on Indiana Avenue Saturday night. 
They just stared straight ahead, with 
a kind of pleasant look on their faces— 
not smilin', just pleasant. Other days 
they talked and laughed and looked in 
the shop windows—never paid no at 
tention to you atall. Clothes sure 
made a difference.
Down at the corner you stood with 
your back to the bright colorful dis 
play in the drugstore window. Folks 
rushed by, laughing, talking, bundles 
in their arms. Street-cars rumbled up 
to a standstill, thundered on over the 
crossing. Shiny blue Unique Taxis 
pulled up, discharged passengers, took 
on others. The city hummed and 
rushed and throbbed all around you. 
You poked out your left arm and 
brought it up and looked at your watch. 
The strap was tight around your waist, 
new and stiff and dean-back. The 
watch smiled up at you, neat, spark 
ling. It showed just exactly the same 
time as the clock on the bank building 
across the street. It was your own 
watch, the kind they talk about on the 
radio. It sent little currents of pleas 
ure chasing each other through your 
body.
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All the time the traffic lights keep 
blinking—red, amber, green—red, am 
ber, green—over and over again. You 
hear the traffic light machinery click 
ing in the green box on the green post. 
Somebody shouts, 44Hi, Watson.” You 
are part of this great throbbing thing, 
the city.
Vague thoughts, pictures, came and 
went in Dun’s brain.
He got a load of hams, pulled the 
truck out to the waiting box-car, came 
back for more. Two of his buddies, 
Oscar and Spurgeon, looked at him, 
grinning. They were waiting for loads. 
“ Get hell raised with yo’?”
4 ‘ I a in’t get no hell raise \  ’ ’
4 4 Sho ’nuf f ! ’ ’—grinningly skeptical.
4 4 No: I a in’t get no hell raise ’. ’ ’
All these people worrying about their 
money. Pay me! Pay me! Pony up! 
Get square with the board! What all 
the excitement about? They all get 
paid! Dun had no intention of cheat 
in ’ anybody. He want to do the right 
thing by evvabody, just like he want 
evvabody do the right thing by him. 
They all get paid!
The man from De Luxe Clothiers, 
Budget Plan That Makes I t Easy On 
Your Pocketbook, had been after Dun 
to get another suit. Said he had some 
nice grays. He always waited for Dun 
at the gate on pay-day. Dun paid him 
a dollar each week on the new pinch- 
back overcoat. Dun had gone down 
to look at the grays in the windows of 
the De Luxe Clothiers. Sweet. He 
didn’t go in. He’d be sure to get tied 
up with a new gray suit if he did.
But he would get one. After winter, 
maybe, after he’d get caught up on 
some of his other bills. He still owed 
on the blue suit and the overcoat and 
tbe radio and the dentist bill and the
credit union. There was a little bill at 
the Southern Grill had to be cleaned 
up. But next spring, when the weather 
begun to get less cold and the air be 
gun to smell sweet and soft. When the 
grass in Washington Park got green 
again after winter and the bushes and 
trees got new fresh leaves. When all 
the young couples started strolling 
through the park evenings. Scott Bur 
leson’s boy Jeff and that Smith girl, 
Virginia, and the likes of them. He’d 
want some new and springy things 
then, fresh and colorful. He’d get him 
self a new gray in the spring—and one 
of those new style shirts, brick red 
with a maze of white lines zigzaggin’ 
all over it, with a little pearl button 
in each corner of the collar. A tie, blue 
maybe, with swirls of other colors in 
silk.
He could get him a gal too and walk 
her through the park of a Saturday 
night. A nice one, not the trashy kind 
you could pick up any night in any 
kind of clothes, smirkin’ and soiled 
and dried up, and try in ’ to look fetch- 
in*. No suh, he’d walk a nice one. 
Maybe he’d have a buddy along and 
there would be four of them, laughin’ 
and jokin’. They might sit down a 
while on a bench and talk and joke 
and frisk a bit.
Going home, they’d pass a drug 
store on the corner and Dun would 
say, offhand, “ How’s about a little 
soda?” They would sit at a white- 
topped table and sip their sodas 
through straws out of long bulgy green 
glasses. The buddy would probably 
buy a couple of cigars and they’d light 
them up and smoke, walking the gals 
up Fifty-first Street and Michigan 
Avenue.
If he’d get caught up on his bills, he
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could skip a week or two payments and 
save enough to go to a night club for 
a real time. Hot music. Slim lithe 
gals. Dancing. Gayety and excite 
ment in an atmosphere of cigarette 
smoke and beer. Waiters. Dim lights.
The Sweet Pickle Cellar would be far 
away then, and Georgia and granpap-
py’s cabin something he would give 
only a fleeting glance from the heights. 
The poor kinfolk, that never saw 
nuthin’l Never went no place! Never 
knew the feel of snappy grays!
Beautiful grays, the De Luxe man 
had said, nice and full in the shoulders, 
pinch-back, two-inch cuff. . . .
GOOFY
E l m a  K l in e d o r f
WE ’VE got a good gang in our mill. I t ’8 like I always tell the wife, w e’ve got a white 
man at the head of it and he sees that 
all the guys he hires is white. No bo- 
hunks and no bullers. I t ’s a hard mill 
to work in, but a good one as far as 
bonus is concerned. We make good 
money and we work hard and we stick 
together. In the mills around us there’s 
fights and back-biting and trouble, but 
we like to think w e’re different than 
they are. We like to figure that there’s 
plenty of guys that’d like to get into 
the 38-inch strip but they’re not good 
enough. W e’ve got a clear safety rec 
ord, and we know that the steel that’s 
rolled in our mill is the best there is.
That’8 why all of us kind of won 
dered when this guy appeared. He 
was a little squirt of a fellow and the 
foreman kept moving him around from 
one job to another, trying his darnedest 
to find a place where he *d fit. At first 
we didn’t pay much attention to him, 
he was that kind of a guy. He just sort 
of slid around with his cap twisted 
sideways on his head and his little face 
peering here and there. And when any 
of us tried talking to him in the wash 
house or when the mill was down, he 
didn’t seem to know about any of the
things we mentioned. He didn’t go to 
any of the football games in town, he’d 
never done any trap-shooting, and he’d 
just look blank if we said anything 
about playing a game of snooker. If 
he was married, he never mentioned it. 
Only once, one night when we were 
standing around, Joe says something to 
me about bringing the wife and coming 
over to his house for a party and I said 
I was kind of in the dog-house at home 
because of going off to a game the Sat 
urday before and leaving her to amuse 
herself, but I ’d see what I could do. 
This little squirt snorts and says some 
thing about the penalties of marital 
bliss. I  figured he was trying to be 
funny, so I just laughed it off.
So I was plenty surprised the night 
he came up into my pulpit. We were 
working the graveyard shift and things 
were pretty quiet. I was sitting up 
there checking things over when he 
climbed over the side. Usually, only my 
buddies come up there even when the 
mill was down. He squatted on a box 
that was sitting on the floor of the 
shanty and lit a cigarette.
“ I t*8 a helluva life, isn’t it, Slimf ”
I finished cheeking the speeds and 
turned around. “ Well, it could be 
worse. ’ ’
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“ You know,” he says, “ You know 
that’s the thing I can’t understand 
about you mill men. ’ ’
You mill men, that made me mad.
‘ ‘ Whadda yuh mean ? I suppose you ’re 
not working here.”
He shrugged his skinny shoulders. 
“ Yeah, but I ’m kind of new at it. And 
the thing I can’t  understand is your 
attitude. ’ ’
I pulled out my pack of Camels and 
lit one, and decided to enjoy this. I 
knew right away he was a talker. They 
came in with their heads full of the 
ories. The trouble was they never 
could make their theories work. But 
it was always interesting to hear them 
shooting off at the mouth. They could 
put on a good show.
“ What’s the matter with our atti 
tude t ”
“ My God, man. You take this,” he 
waved his hand over the mill, ** so calm 
ly. All of you beaten down by the ma 
chines, all of you subservient to them. 
Don’t you ever think what you’re do 
ing ? Don’t you ever rebel at being tied 
to them?”
“ Me, I ’m damn glad to have a job.” 
He shrugged his skinny shoulders 
again. “ Which explains, I suppose, 
why our political and social system re 
mains static. A great army of stupid 
ones—glad to have a job—afraid-—or 
too dumb to rebel.”
I could feel my face getting red. Too 
dumb! Afraid! Madness was boiling up 
inside of me. “ Whadda yuh mean?”
I guess maybe he thought he had a 
willing listener. Anyway, he stood up 
and leaned at me, shaking a skinny 
dirty finger in my face. “ If you pa- 
lookas realized what a tremendous 
power you have, you could take over 
this country and run it the way it
should be run. You could be getting 
the profits you should be getting from 
the mills.”
“ Listen, toots,” my hands were shak 
ing, “ You can keep that kind of talk 
out of my territory. Save it for your 
meetings. I ’m eating now and i t ’s 
probably more than I ’d be doin’ if you 
and your crowd were running things. 
Now, get outa here.”
He yelled at me, “ What the hell’s the 
matter with you ? Can’t you see you ’re 
being exploited? Your minds are be 
ing ruined, your bodies ruined by the 
machines. A bunch of blokes, dumb 
blokes. ’ ’
I took a poke at him. I couldn’t 
help it. When I get mad I don’t know 
what I ’m doing. It wasn’t much of a 
blow, but he staggered, and then I was 
ashamed of myself. A little guy like 
that and a big bruiser like me hitting 
him. He just looked at me, and climbed 
down over the side.
I sat there cussing myself for a few 
minutes, then the mill started and the 
things he had been saying stuck there 
in my mind. Maybe I am dumb, maybe 
I ought to feel different about things, 
but I never hated the mill. Standing 
up there in my shanty, with the rolls 
down below, and the fiery ribbon of 
steel slipping* through slick as a whis 
tle ; me, pushing and pulling the levers 
that keep the thing going. The men 
there, each with his job. All of us 
working together. Sometimes some 
thing would go wrong, and the bar 
would fly up and it would twist and 
turn in the blackness. And everybody 
would be rushing. Then the noise of 
the rolls would stop, and we could hear 
again. Mostly the roller standing there 
cussing a blue streak. Scrap. Steel 
that w e’d cobbled. It always hurt me
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to see it thrown out. I liked it when it 
came through right, when you knew it 
was going to go out and be made into 
automobiles.
Maybe it was just as well I didn’t 
think the way he did. I was telling 
Joe about it the next morning as we 
were going out. We could see the lake 
when we came out of the washhouse. It 
was pretty rough that morning—white 
foam against the blue where the sun 
touched it. We could see the gulls 
sweeping out over it.
Joe is assistant roller on our turn. 
We were on the same football team in 
high school and he always was a smart 
son-of-a-gun. Not one to talk very 
much but there was always plenty of 
thinking going on behind his face. Joe 
didn’t  ever miss anything.
He just laughed when I told him that 
I had pushed the squirt around. “ Don’t 
let that worry you. H e’s been poked 
before. In one of the other mills he 
got to shooting off about politics and 
some guy hit him. Yuh can’t  argue 
with guys like tha t.”
“ Was he in another mill? The way 
he acted around here I thought he’d 
never seen a mill before.”
1 * Yeah. He won’t last long here 
either. They ’ll probably shoot him 
over to the warehouse—that is, if they 
don’t fire him.”  Joe started looking 
through his pockets for his car keys. 
“ He talks too much. And he’s got 
ideas.” He slid into the car seat. 
“ That*8 a bad line-up.”
I made the mistake of telling Katie 
about it while I was eating my break 
fast. She stood there, holding the 
coffee pot, “ You mean—you hit him?” 
I couldn’t explain it to her. You 
can’t explain things like that to a 
woman. That awful feeling that tears
through you and makes your fist fly 
out, even without your thinking about 
doing any hitting.
But she made me feel tough enough 
about it so that the next night when I 
came on again, I hunted him up and 
tried to explain to him. He wouldn’t 
listen. He stood there for a minute, 
not looking at me, then he gave me one 
nasty look and turned and walked 
away. I stood there with my mouth 
hanging open looking plenty silly. But 
I thought—well, the hell with him.
He started doing an awful lot of 
talking then. Not about us taking over 
the country and the mills because that 
would have finished him, quick. From 
what we’ve seen of agitators, we don’t 
like them any better than the big shots 
do. No, this talking was about the 
machine age. I t started with Jim in 
the washhouse. Jim ’s been in the mills 
for years and all the time he’s been 
thinking about the farm he’s going to 
have some day. He sits in there when 
he’8 not busy, reading bulletins from 
the government, and he’s got the whole 
thing planned—how many chickens 
he’8 going to have and what he’s going 
to feed ’em. He figures and figures 
on little scraps of paper and in the 
summer he’s got the yard around the 
washhouse looking like the country 
club lawn. He’s a talkative old guy 
and we all like to go in and chew the 
fat with him. Well, he and the little 
guy got pretty chummy. Both of them 
talking about the same thing, but in a 
different way. Jim, he’s thinking 
about him and his wife settling down 
out where i t ’s clean and quiet, raising 
themselves enough to eat, and having 
a  place where their kids and their 
grandchildren can come summers. The 
little guy has got a bug about doing
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away with machines and going primi 
tive. And the two of them sit there 
and talk, listening only to themselves.
But it doesn’t  go over so big with 
the rest of the guys. They start call 
ing him “ Goofy” behind his back and 
making jokes about the ideal life. Then 
one day Farmer Bill lit into him. He’d 
been heckling Bill about leaving the 
farm, telling him he was a dumb Swede 
for giving up the good life for the 
crash and roar of machinery. Farmer 
Bill’s one of these guys with quick 
fingers. Anytime anything’s wrong 
with the machinery, he just feels 
around and pretty soon he’s got it fixed 
and running. Well, he looks at Goofy 
for a minute, then he starts talking in 
that slow voice of his that makes 
Goofy’s sound like a squeak and he 
says, “ Listen, you better know what 
you’re talkin’ about before you start 
talkin’. Did you ever get up at four 
o’clock in the mornin’ and shovel snow 
to get to the barn, and sit there with 
your hands and feet stiff with cold and 
milk a cowt Did you ever butcher a 
pig? Did you ever sit and watch the 
stuff you’d planted shrivel up and die 
in the heat of the sun? My wife doesn’t 
get up in the morning and fire a stove 
and she doesn’t stand outside in the 
dead of winter try in ’ to hack frozen 
clothes off the line. She’s got a warm 
house that she heats by pushin’ a little 
lever on the wall, and she’s got an elec 
tric ice-box and she’s got a washing- 
machine. And my kids don’t— ” 
Goofy busted in, “ Yes, and she’s got 
economic insecurity.”  Which was a 
hell of a mouthful of words for a 
grease monkey. Then he turns and 
looks at the rolls and shakes his fist at 
them, “ Symbols! Symbols of destruc 
tion, symbols of everything that is rot 
ten and ugly about civilization.”  At 
first we ’re getting a kick out of it. That 
little skinny squirt standing there shak 
ing his puny fist at the smoothness and 
speed of those rolls. But we didn’t 
laugh. I don’t  know why we didn’t 
laugh. He turns to us, “ My God, men, 
don’t  you see you’re slaves, beholden 
to monsters, getting nothing out of it 
but misery? I t ’s a damned ugly life 
you’re leading and not one of you has 
sense enough to see it .”
Farmer Bill’s voice is still slow, “ I ’m 
not sayin’ this is the best life there is. 
Bein’ what I am, it suits me. And as 
long as we’ve got machines, we might 
just as well play along and like it.”  
Goofy was about to do some more 
yelling when the whistle blew and we 
got back to business. I  was glad, be 
cause I was afraid the old man would 
come along and hear him shouting and 
fire him. Now, I wish he had. Now,
I wish we hadn’t been so careful about 
not mentioning his crazy ideas to Fer 
guson. But we thought we were pro 
tecting the guy.
We got to the point, then, where we 
didn’t  pay any attention to him. If 
he’d start talking, we’d just walk 
away. We said it was because he was 
cracked. But after all, when you’ve 
got your life going along a certain way, 
you don’t  much like having somebody 
telling you i t ’s all wrong. Not when 
there’s nothing you can do about it. 
I ’d catch myself thinking about it when 
I was sitting up in the pulpit. Some 
times, watching the steel go by down 
below, so regular and monotonous, my 
mind would get to wandering, and I ’d 
think about how a third of my life was 
spent sitting up there, and I ’d get to 
noticing how all of us ran around cod 
dling those rolls. And when they sent
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Shorty and Joe and me over to the mill 
to see the new cold rolls, I listened to 
them telling us what an improvement 
they were over the old hand mills, and 
all I could think of, standing there 
looking at them, was all the old hand 
mill rollers they were putting out of 
jobs.
And one night when Parmer Bill and 
Joe and I were walking out together, 
walking out over the cinders, Farmer 
Bill said, “ Didja ever walk through a 
wheat field after the wheat had been 
cut? You know, there’s somethin’ 
about the air tonight that makes me 
think of it, how the stubble cracks un 
der your feet, and the smell that there 
is.”
Joe stopped and knocked his pipe 
against the heel of his shoe; the spot 
of fire glowed in the darkness on the 
ground. “ Good healthy smell, eh, 
Bill?”
Yeah. I t ’s funny how you remem 
ber smells. The smell of the barn, sort 
of steamy and warm; the smell of ap 
ples rottin’ on the ground ”
It sounded good the way he said it.
Joe looked at him, “ Not gettin’ 
homesick are you, Bill?”
“ Hell, no!” We walked along, Bill 
pulled out a cigarette and lit it, blew 
out a drag of smoke. 4 ‘ Sometimes you 
kind of wonder, though, lookin’ back
H
I waited for him to say something 
else, but he didn’t, he just let the words 
hang empty. We had got to the park 
ing lot by that time and we yelled 
good-night to him and got in Joe’s car.
We didn *t say anything. Joe turned 
on the radio, but I wasn't paying any 
attention to it. I kept smelling the 
gasoline and the smoke from the coke
plant and thinking about what the 
country smells like. I said to Joe how 
even crazy guys like Goofy always had 
something sensible in what they were 
saying. Joe leaned out of the car win 
dow and spit the tobacco juice out of 
his mouth. “ Better quit thinking, 
Slim, i t ’8 bad for you.”
But I couldn’t. Something like that 
gets started in your mind and it gets 
bigger and bigger. I got to noticing 
how the old mill guys ’ shoulders 
stooped. I got to thinking about how 
Katie and I didn’t have anything ahead 
and what would happen to us if some 
smart guy figured out a machine to do 
my work. I said something about that 
one day in a bull session around the 
salamander. The guy next to me al 
most bit my head off, “ My God, man, 
why cross your bridges before you come 
to them?”
Nobody said anything for a long 
time. Then Jake, the gauger on our 
turn, who was sitting over on a box eat 
ing an apple, said,44You know, I ’ve been 
thinking about how easy it would be to 
have a machine to gauge the steel as it 
comes through the rolls. You could 
have a gadget fastened . . . ”  He threw 
the apple core into the fire, then 
looked at u s ,44 What’s going to happen 
when they don’t need us any longer? 
What’8 going to happen to us?” 
Shorty yawned. “  Oh, I expect some 
thing’ll turn up.”
Joe flipped a cigarette into the fire. 
“ Sure.” He reached over and pushed 
Shorty *8 cap down over his face, “ Say, 
have you guys seen that new show out 
at Dutch’s?”
But none of us felt much like talk 
ing about strip-tease acts. We sat there 
waiting for the whistle to blow and 
when it blew, we beat it for our partic-
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ular spots. I felt a little better after 
I got up in the pulpit. After all, you 
can’t expect a machine to record—that 
takes some thinking.
And I tried putting the stuff out of 
my mind. But even now sometimes I 
look down over the side of the pulpit 
and it looks like in the shadows I can 
see Goofy’s skinny littleness rushing 
along with that funny cap of his turned 
sideways on his head, and it all comes 
back and I  have to remind myself he’s 
not there.
I t happened when we were on the day 
shift. We had a big run that day—a 
chance for a good bonus—and we were 
batting them out. I t  seems that Goofy 
walked up to Shorty and asked him 
where he could get some oil. Shorty, 
busy as hell gauging for Jake, is so 
damn mad at his interrupting him with 
such a foolish question, he says, sarcas 
tic-like. “ You might try the crane 
track.”  Well, any fool th a t’s worked 
there any time at all knows damn well 
that nobody—and I mean nobody—ever 
goes climbing around on a crane track. 
That’s one of the first things they tell 
you. And the idea of finding oil there!
Shorty goes right on then, gauging 
the steel as it comes through. And he’s 
so busy signalling the roller that he 
don’t  see Goofy climbing. Goofy gets 
up there, and a crane comes along. None 
of us see the beam hit him, but I saw 
him flying through the air; I saw his
body slam onto the cement floor. In  an 
instant the mill is dead. Someone rings 
for the ambulance. Three of the fellows 
start over to him. Me, I ’m standing in 
the pulpit shaking all over, trying to 
keep the sickness inside of me, trying to 
make myself get down there and help. 
They pick him up, the pulp that was 
him, and lay him out on the stretcher. 
The siren of the ambulance screams 
through the quiet. And one of the fel 
lows that picked him up goes over in 
the corner and vomits.
The niggers started cleaning u p ; and 
we stood around the salamander not say 
ing anything. And suddenly Shorty 
yells, “ Who the hell would have thought 
he’d do it? ”  And he tells us what 
happened. They lay Shorty off for two 
weeks—somebody’s got to take the rap 
for an accident.
Joe and I started home, but we stop 
ped at a tavern and had a few drinks. 
All I can think about is the way he 
looked going through the air, like a sack 
being thrown. I t  gets worse and worse 
the more I  drink. I think about him 
standing shaking his fist at the rolls and 
it gets all mixed up in my mind and I 
see the mill sitting there waiting for a 
chance at him. And I  say to Joe, “ I t ’s 
like as if they were laying for him, just 
waiting there to kill him.”  Joe looks 
at me and his eyes are bloodshot and he 
says, “ Don’t  be a sap,”  and he orders 
two more shots.
COURSING THE COYOTE
A u b r e y  Ne a s h a m
Note: It has been said that the coyote has 
more than his share of brains. Surely, his 
propagation in the face of an advancing civ 
ilization has been astounding, at times, and 
indicative of his ability to cope with the hu 
man being. The more farms and ranches 
which have come into being, the more oppor 
tunity there has been for him to steal his 
way into permanency.
There are many stories and poems written 
about the sagacity of the loping gray crea 
ture. Some do him justice and others tend 
to lessen his powers as a wizard. The fol 
lowing account, found in the yellowed pages 
of a leading western newspaper, is unique in 
its presentation of the remarkable thinking 
and outwitting qualities of Mr. Coyote. Tak 
ing place near Virginia City, Nevada, it 
could have happened anywhere in the West. 
The account appeared in the Ban Francisco 
Chronicle tor  March 31, 1878. It has been 
slightly edited.
IN the absence of deer upon the trail of which they might legally turn their hounds loose, a number of the 
sportsmen of Virginia City, having suc 
ceeded in securing a trapped coyote, re 
solved upon having some sport with 
him. The coyote was placed in a box, 
which was put into a wagon and taken 
out into the alkali plains about eighteen 
miles east of the city one day last week. 
The well-known sportsmen w h o s e  
names follow procured the best mounts 
obtainable and accompanied their dogs 
and captive to the chosen coursing 
ground: Alderman Rawlings, J. S. Ka- 
neen, James Orndorff, J. Kerr, Jack 
Magee, Mr. Meide, Dan Lyons, James 
Cheryberger, James Rock, Lewis Reyn 
olds, Matt. Bean, Dan S. Kerry and 
nearly a dozen others. It proved to be 
one of the most novel and exciting 
days’ 8port ever witnessed in that part 
of the country. Fox-hunting was dull 
in comparison. The coyote showed less 
of the vanishing speed than Mark 
Twain has attributed to the brute in his
'Wells Drury, famous editor of Virginia City,
characteristic description, but what he 
lacked in speed he made up in spunk 
when run down. The affair is thus de 
scribed by a local chronicler:1 “ The 
place selected for the liberation of the 
coyote was a sort of alkali flat about 
six or seven miles wide. The coyote, 
caged in a closed box, had been brought 
to the place in a wagon, and was lib 
erated about 12:30 in the center of the 
flat. It was agreed to allow him to 
reach the edge of the sagebrush, some 
three miles distant, before the hounds 
were slipped. When let out of his box 
the coyote trotted off leisurely, leaving 
behind some eighteen or twenty hounds 
struggling frantically on the leash and
Clamoring for the Run.
It took the coyote about fifteen minutes 
to reach the edge of the flat, and just 
as he melted into the sagebrush the 
pack were turned loose upon the desert 
and took the trail in full cry, followed 
by a well-mounted field. The sage 
brush was soon reached and then the 
chase began in earnest. Kaneen, who 
was splendidly mounted, took the lead, 
with Jack Magee close at his heels and 
the rest of the field trailing behind. 
The sagebrush and boulders were not 
the easiest things in the world to run 
in, but the horses, which by this time 
seemed to have got warmed up to the 
work, made light of the rough condi 
tion of the track as they went crashing 
through the brush or took flying leaps 
over the bowlders. The hounds were 
about half a mile ahead in the sage 
brush, their course marked by a con 
tinuous yelping and a trail of dust. 
After a run of about twenty minutes
w u  the author, probably.
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the coyote turned upon the trail and 
took a course leading back to the flat. 
Reaching the limit of the sagebrush, it 
shot into the clear flat again and made 
a bee line for the box from which it was 
first liberated. The hounds cleared the 
brush but a few minutes behind, with 
the field not twenty yards in the rear, 
and at this point the chase became very 
exciting. The flat was as level as a 
floor, and when the field straggled out 
of the brush the coyote was about half 
a mile ahead and had three miles to run 
before reaching the box, a point for 
which it was evidently making. Horses, 
hounds and coyote were now all for the 
first time in sight of each other. About 
half a dozen horsemen led the field, 
with Kaneen, Magee, Alderman Raw 
lings and Jim Orndorff in the van. As 
they neared the box the coyote was 
pretty closely pressed by the hounds, 
but made a spurt and slid into his old 
retreat like a flash of lightning. The 
driver of the team who had brought 
him out jumped down and closed the 
door, and in a minute a pack of disap 
pointed dogs were yelping all around 
it. The riders came up immediately 
afterward, and a hearty cheer went up 
in honor of
The Sagacious Coyote, 
followed by a general laugh when the 
utter ridiculousness of the situation be 
came apparent. After the coyote had 
taken about half an hour’s rest it was 
decided to give the hounds a second 
run, and the snarling coyote was again 
turned out upon the cold charities of 
the sagebrush. He made off this time 
at a pace which discounted his first ef 
fort. It did not take over five minutes 
for him to reach the sagebrush, and the 
instant he disappeared the field took 
the trail. He covered about the same
ground as before, but doubled more fre 
quently and ran a good deal faster. In 
about twenty minutes he again turned 
into the flat, and ‘Little M artin,’ the 
driver, who was near the box with his 
team, concluded to go out- and meet 
him. The coyote was doubling in fine 
style on the hounds, but when Martin 
had traveled about a mile from the box 
the pursued animal turned and made 
for the wagon. The dogs overtook him 
when he was yet about fifty yards from 
the wagon, and the leader springing 
forward fastened his teeth in his 
shoulder. The coyote turned nimbly, 
and appropriating a portion of the 
dog’s ear traveled on, and gaining the 
wagon stopped directly under it, trot 
ting along like a coach-dog beneath the 
fore axle. The hounds surrounded the 
wagon, yelping savagely, and one 
would occasionally shoot between the 
wheels to try  conclusions with the coy 
ote, who would generally send him 
howling back with the blood streaming 
from his hide. The coyote finally be 
came emboldened with his success, and 
gliding from between the wheels sprang 
into the center of the pack, and for a 
few seconds
Fought Savagely with the Dogs, 
Ripping the skin from the flanks of a 
couple, and sliding back to its vantage 
ground again when numbers threatened 
to overpower him. Little Martin, the 
self-constituted guardian of the coyote, 
enjoyed the fun immensely, and drove 
the wagon straight up to the box. The 
hounds, which seemed to anticipate a 
repetition of the first strategic move 
ment, made a rush to cut off the retreat 
but the hunted animal fought his way 
through, and clearing the back of the 
last one in his way by a leap that must 
have measured five times his length,
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he gained the door of the box and was 
inside again in a second. The field 
now came up and sent up another suc 
cession of hearty cheers for the coyote 
who had made two so plucky runs and 
succeeded in two so gallant escapes. At 
this point Kaneen saw a jackrabbit 
bounding over the flat and gave chase. 
His horse had hardly started when his 
hat went off, and the tremendous wind 
which by this time was sweeping over 
the flat took his hat, and, turning it
upon its brim, sent it along like a wheel 
at the rate of about twenty miles an 
hour. Kaneen followed, putting his 
horse at its best speed, and the chase 
was as exciting as any fox run ever 
seen in the State. He overtook and cap 
tured his hat four miles from the start 
ing-place. After his return all hands 
took the road for home, bringing the 
coyote with them, and he is now in 
Rock’s Stable, as lively as ever and 
ready for another run.”
GLOSSARY OF COMMON SPEECH IN MONTANA
Prepared by The Federal Writers’ Project, Montana Works Progress Administration. 
Note: This material will appear in the forthcoming Montana State Guide.
Badlands—Barren lands, with fantastically 
eroded horizontal strata.
Bedding ground—Sheltered place where stock 
beds down at night, usually in a ravine 
or a clump of brush.
Bench—Plain rising above lowland. Where 
bench succeeds bench over vast areas, 
they are named or numbered (“Outlook 
Bench,” “second bench”).
Between hay and grass—In different times, 
as in early spring, when hay is gone and 
grass has not come up.
Biddy—Aged and toothless ewe.
Biddy bridle—Old-fashioned bridle with 
“blinders.”
Bonanza—A rich vein of ore, or any easy 
source of wealth.
Boo thill—Cemetery where pioneers who died 
with their boots on were buried.
Box canyon—A canyon closed at one end by 
high cliffs.
Brains, the—Engineers; white-collar work 
ers.
Brand blotting—Making a brand indistinct 
and alterable by applying beat through 
a wet sack or blanket.
Bronc—Unbroken horse; broken, but wild, 
horse.
Bronc buster—Rider who specializes in break 
ing wild horses.
Broomtail—Range or scrub horse of doubt 
ful value.
Bucking rolls—Leather pads on the pommel 
that enable a rider to clamp his knees 
to the saddle.
Buffalo chips—Dried buffalo or livestock 
manure used for fuel.
Buffalo wallow—Depression where buffalo 
rolled in the dust.
Bulldog—To throw a steer by leaping from 
the saddle, grasping his horns, and twist 
ing his neck.
Bull-moo8er—Drill used in sinking shafts and 
winzes.
Bullwhacker—Driver of oxen.
Bum lamb—Lamb which has lost its mother, 
and wanders about trying to get food 
from other ewes.
Butte—A conspicuous hill or mountain, us 
ually a hard core left standing in an area 
reduced by erosion.
Buzzard head—Mean-tempered range horse.
Buzzies—Stoping-machine drills.
Cavvy—Herd of horses (from Spanish cabal- 
la da).
Cayuse—Horse of doubtful lineage, usually 
an Indian pony.
Cedar breaks—Broken land overgrown with 
scrub cedar.
Chaps—Leather or goatskin riding pants 
worn for protection from cold or whip 
ping brush growth. Originally chaporo- 
Jos.
Chinook—A warm southwest wind that re 
moves snow in winter.
Circle—Area a roundup rider must inspect 
in a day. Several men riding separate 
circles cover the range thoroughly.
Close herdin’—Cheek-to-cheek dancing.
Corral—Livestock pen of poles or boards.
Coulee—A small valley in prairie country.
Cowpuncber—Ranch hand. In Montana the 
term is preferred to “cowboy,” which is 
regarded as slightly leas virile.
Crazy as a sheepherder— (Cattlemen’s  ex 
pression.)
Crow hop—Straight jump made by a bucking 
horse, especially in leaving the chute (at 
a rodeo).
Cutting horse—Quick horse, good at cutting 
out.
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Cut out—To separate (an animal) from the 
herd.
Ditch rider—Irrigation patrolman who turns 
water into laterals and watches for 
breaks in ditch banks.
Dogies—Cattle; sometimes motherless calves.
Drift fence—Fence set up to stop straying 
livestock.
Drop band—Band of ewes being lambed in 
the spring.
Dry, the—Room where miners change cloth 
ing after work.
Dry band—Band of sheep without lambs or 
gravid ewes.
Dust, the—Silicosis, caused by breathing 
dust in mines.
Duster—Dry oil well.
Fan the hammer—To fire rapidly with a 
single-action revolver on which the trig 
ger catch has been filed down. The gun 
was held in the right hand, the hammer 
drawn back and released with the heel 
of the left.
Father up the herd—To get the herd bedded 
down at night.
Feel one’s oats—To get cocky.
Filly—Unmarried woman.
Fool—Person of more than ordinary apti 
tude ; as “a ridin' fool” for an uncom 
monly good rider.
Fool brand—Brand too complicated to be de 
scribed by a brief name.
Fork a horse—To mount.
Go into the hills—To start on a prospecting 
expedition.
Go on top—To come out of a mine.
Hardrocker—Quartz miner; miner who digs 
ore out of rock.
Hell-for-leather—In great haste. “Ridin’ 
hell-for-leather” suggests very hard use 
of leather (i.e., whip).
Hill rat—Prospector.
Hog leg—Six-shooter in a holster (from its 
form).
Hombre—Man (Spanish) ; pronounced “um 
ber” in Montana.
“It's deep enough for me”—Miner’s notice to 
employer. Miners superstitiously avoid 
making such statements as “I’m quit 
ting,” or “This is my last shift.”
Kack—Saddle.
Lamb licker—Sheepman (derisive) ; from a 
ewe's habit of licking a newborn lamb.
Lariat—Light, strong rope with a running 
noose, used for catching and tying live 
stock .
Larrup—To strike, thrash.
Larrupin' truck—“Great stuff.”
Lasso—Lariat; also (v.) to catch with a 
lariat.
Line fence—Dividing fence between range 
outfits.
Lobo—Wolf that hunts alone. Hence, a sol 
itary person.
Loco—Poisonous weed that destroys muscu 
lar control; also (adj.) crazy, and (v.) 
to craze.
Lone ranger—Unmarried man.
Long, the (or long steel)—In mining, a drill 
used to finish holes to a depth of 5 to 
7 ft.
Long yearling—Colt or calf between one and 
two years old.
Loose herdin’—Dancing with decorous space 
between partners.
Nester—Homesteader.
Nipper—Supplier of powder and sharp steel 
in mines.
On the prod—Out of sorts; as, a cow ready 
to use her horns.
Peel broncs—To ride, drive, or break horses, 
especially with free use of the whip.
Pile—To throw. “That horse piled me.”
Plugger—Machine for drilling boulders, for 
blasting.
Pool camp—Roundup camp of several ranch 
es, each one’s interests being in the hands 
of a ‘“rep” (which see).
Pop—In mining, a drilled hole less than 2 
ft. deep.
Pull freight—To go aw ay; move on.
Pull leather—To hold on to the saddle in 
riding a bucking horse. In rodeos it dis 
qualifies the rider.
Put a loop on—To lasso.
Rattle one’s hocks—To get going; to move 
along.
Rep—Representative; roundup hand who 
looks after the stock of a particular 
ranch in pool camp.
Ride the owlhoot trail—To ride at night (as 
an outlaw).
Ridin’ herd on (a woman)—Courting.
Ridge runner—Wild horse which keeps to a 
ridge or high point to watch for danger 
and warn the herd.
Road agent—Old-time robber of stage route 
travelers.
Roll your bed!—“You’re fired.”
Rope—To lasso. The favorite Montana term.
Roundup—Periodic gathering of range cattle 
for branding and the like.
Running iron—Straight iron without a brand 
design, with which any brand can be ap 
plied.
Rustle—To make one’s way. To obtain; as 
food, wood, water. To steal (livestock). 
To ask for a job.
Sack out—To break a shying horse by tying 
him up and throwing sacks at him until 
he no longer shies.
Salivate—To “liquidate” ; to shoot full of 
holes.
Savvy—To understand (Spanish, tabe); also 
(n.) knowledge, grasp. “He’s got lots of 
savvy.”
Shifter—Boss of a shift in a mine.
Show daylight—-In bronc busting, to let light 
show between man and saddle; a usual 
preliminary to being “piled.”
Slick ear—Animal without earmark.
Slicker—Unbranded animaL
Slow elk—Beef butchered without the own 
er’s knowledge.
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Sodbuster—Homesteader.
Soogan—Quilt
Sourdough—Bread leavened with sponge 
from a previous baking.
Stampede—Properly, the disorderly running 
away of a herd of animals. Loosely, any 
confused activity.
Steel—Mine drills generally.
Stray—Animal off its home range; hence, a 
stranger.
String—Saddle horses kept for the use of a 
single rider.
Sunfish—To buck with a sidewise, writhing 
motion or by rapidly lowering and lift 
ing the shoulders.
Swing team—Any pair between leaders and 
wheelers in a multiple team.
Tally—Time to go off shift (miner’s slang).
“Tap *er light”—Parting admonition among 
miners.
Throw a wide loop—To be careless as to 
whose stock one ropes; to take more than 
one’s share of anything.
Tin pants—Heavy, stiff, waterproof garment 
worn by woodsmen. “Stand your tin 
pants in the corner.”
Tommy-knocker—Ghost of a man killed in a 
mine. Miners say he returns to work 
the shift on which he was killed. They 
thus explain the creaking of timbers and 
similar sounds.
Top a horse—To ride an unbroken horse, 
partly taming him.
Top hand—First-rate cowpuncher.
Top railer—Person who sits on the top rail 
of a corral and advises the men who do 
the work and take the chances. The 
back-seat driver of range land.
Vented brand—Brand blotted out before wit 
nesses, when the legal ownership of an 
animal is changed.
War bag—Bag containing a cowpuncher’s 
personal effects.
Woolies—Sheep.
Wrangler—Herder in charge of Baddle stock.
IV. ENTRANCE INTO  ARKANSAS
P a t  V . M o r r i s s e t t e
I
By the side of the road on the sweetness of grass, 
Riley sat and pondered.
The day was clear as a whisper from God 
And Riley tasted the grace of repose,
As he sang to himself and talked to himself 
In quiet breathing.
I am in need of work to bless my heart.
I want to work for the blessing;
But I don’t know just where to start,
What place to go to lift my heart.
I l l  take my pipe and bundle of goods,
And take the road to Arkansas.
I ’ve never been in Arkansas.
But I ’ve heard of the cotton fields,
The acres of strawberries covering the ground. 
And I hope it ’s true that they grow rice.
And they’re not telling me lies when they say. 
There’re hardwood trees in the forests.
I could work on the flat ground there 
Down where the Mississippi flows,
And hear the negroes singing in the sun,
And see them walking on the levees there.
I could work in the Boston mountains 
And get me a new suit of clothes.
2
In Arkansas so far away,
There are places to work and places to live,
In all those farms in the valleys.
The farmers ’ cows and pigs and chickens 
Need to be kept right happy and sound.
I could work for my board and shirt 
And sit around on Sunday.
3
There ’re rivers enough in Arkansas 
To keep the whole state clean and fresh,
And I wouldn’t  worry about the drought.
There’re hills enough and plains enough,
And there’re always the Boston mountains.
There’re folks enough of the solid kind, 
Sunburned, field run, sober men,
To keep me splendid company 
With a glass of cider in the evening.
All Arkansas’s a farmers’ state 
That’ve learned of God from the soil.
And I ’d like to be where the clean earth speaks
And listen to the good crops grow
And cheer with the rooster in the morning.
When the air is good as God’s own breath 
And the sun is as clear as bright,
I ’d like to sit and chew a straw 
On some good stump in Arkansas 
Away in the Boston mountains.
I ’d like to walk along those roads 
And see Little Rock on a Saturday night.
4
In Arkansas
When the day is still as the dust on the grass 
Upon a summer morning,
When the folks are quiet and calm with peace, 
I ’d like to work in the hay until night 
And sleep like the children sleep.
0  I ’d like to work, I ’d like to work 
Away out yonder in Arkansas,
Even tired to death in the new oil fields,
Or swinging an axe in the mountains.
5
(The heart will build Jerusalem 
From the land it has never trod.
That dust is sacred that is never felt 
Like ashes on the tongue.
New lands impel the wandering heart 
Gone forth each day to find a song 
As still as all contentment.
Men learn to build from their own graveled roads 
The old trails to Riley’s heaven.
The blessed land is blessed by the heart,
And Sangamon county is Jerusalem 
As long as the good wind blows.)
6
By the side of the road with peace in his heart,
In slumbered repose, Happy Riley mused on.
I ’m hiking through old Arkansas;
I ’m living again in Arkansas;
The sun’s all around like gold on the ground;
The blue’s in the sky like a feather bed 
Where the angels all lie enchanted and good.
I ’m following rivers deep in their banks;
I *m singing in cotton fields white in the sun;
I ’m nowhere South, nor North, nor East,
I'm tramping the fields of Arkansas.
I'm working now in Arkansas.
The hay’s in the barn. The crops are all in. 
God’s as good as the earth again,
And I ’m singing a song to remember Him.
7
When someone opens the gates of Arkansas 
Happy Riley will stroll right in and sing: 
Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
I ’m entering in to Arkansas!
It YOUNG WRITERS It
In this section will appear the writing of undergraduate students in  Northwest colleges 
and universities. Contributions m ust be sent only through some designated instructor
of creative writing.
TW O POEMS
SHOW ME CAUSE FOR LIVING
J e a n  Sc h w a r t z  
Reed College
Show me cause for living 
Now my heart is bare;
Say it does not matter 
That he ceased to care.
Make me now believe 
As true that useful lie,
That for such a little thing 
I have no need to die.
SONNET  
I must have guarantee that I shall keep 
Tomorrow this set pattern that corrals 
The rolling days within the loops of sleep 
Prom whose remembered certainty there falls 
A mode upon the anarchy of years.
For on this sureness that the opening day 
Will close again, I fling my shaking fears 
Of this struck moment, that has seemed to sway 
Even the hours to stop, so clogged with pain,
So bound with hurt that I cannot conceive 
How time can ever lift it on again.
But this alone is left. I must believe 
Tomorrow will come as yesterday has gone;
That night will turn and break again to dawn.
LOGGED-OFF LAND
Mo r it z  T h o m s e n  
University of Oregon
THERE isn’t any plot here and there isn’t any conflict and there isn’t a hero. I ’m writing about 
real people—a sick woman I saw on a 
train and her husband who was scared 
she was going to die. The woman did- 
n ’t die, and the man is back in the 
woods working on the railroad. It was 
about two weeks ago when I was up 
there and first saw the woman, and I ’ve 
been thinking about it ever since, won 
dering what happened to her. Last 
night I heard from Mrs. Henderson 
that the woman was much better and 
would be back in a few days.
I don’t even know the names of the 
man and the woman. No one can tell 
me much about them, because I ’ve been 
trying to find out who they are and ev 
eryone just shrugs his shoulders and 
says, “ Oh, just a couple of wops.” I 
do know that they live sixteen miles up 
in the woods next to the logging rail 
road with no one near them except a 
young married couple who have a little 
house about a hundred yards away. 
They live up there and the man walks 
to work every morning. He has to walk 
about five miles to the logging camp, 
and he has to walk back at night, but 
he doesn’t  seem to mind. The other 
loggers don’t have to walk at all, but 
they haven’t a house of their own or a 
wife to go home to at night.
This man and this woman are Italian. 
You don't have to wait to hear them 
talk to know that. They 're both small, 
with oily looking hair, black and thick, 
and they have big dark eyes, wild and 
yet terribly naive. They live there all 
alone by the track. She has nothing to
do but cook and wash and look out over 
miles and miles of logged-off land and 
three or four times a day the train go 
ing by with carloads of logs.
That was all I knew about them until 
I walked past the house two weeks ago. 
I was walking and waiting for the loco 
motive to come up for another load of 
logs because I wanted to ride down 
with them to Deep Bay. It was cold 
and I was walking to keep warm and 
wondering why the train didn’t  come. 
I was just going past the house when 
the Italian came out, looking scared 
and a little mad. He stood there gaz 
ing at me a minute, with the shack be 
hind him and behind that about a hun 
dred miles of logged-off land. It made 
him look very small and insignificant.
‘‘When the hell is that train com 
ing f ” he asked me.
“ I t ’8 supposed to be here any time, 
I think.”
“ W e’ve already missed the bus,” he 
said. “ I ’ve got to get my wife to Van 
couver tonight. That’8 all there is to 
it. Tonight.”
“ Do they know you want a ridef ”  I 
asked him.
“ Hell, yes, they know my w ife’s sick. 
They said they’d be here at ten. She’s 
got to be in a hospital tonight. She’s 
just got to be.”
“ You haven’t got a phone?” I asked, 
and I knew he hadn’t. “ I ’ll walk down 
to the next station and call the camp,”  
I said.
“ She’s got to be in Vancouver to 
night. Tell them that. She’s just got 
to.”
It started to rain a few minutes later,
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and I got colder. When I called the 
camp and told them about the sick 
woman they didn’t  seem worried and 
that puzzled me a little. I thought that 
here was a very important thing hap 
pening. Here was a man and a woman, 
and the woman was sick—maybe dying, 
and I had talked to the man. I felt 
close to the situation, involved in it. It 
made me mad to think they weren’t 
worried about this sick woman, and I 
told them that maybe she was dying. 
Of course, the men at the office are up 
to their heads in work. They’ve got 
other things to worry about like getting 
the logs in the water and seeing that 
the locomotives don’t  bump into each 
other going different ways. They were 
too busy to be thinking about a little 
Italian woman miles up in the woods 
being sick.
I waited for the locomotive to come 
up, standing near the telephone. I 
don’t know why I stood there in the 
rain, but it seemed pretty important at 
the time. I felt that I really should be 
there to telephone the camp about this 
woman in case the train didn’t come or 
if she got worse. I  wanted to keep 
walking down towards Deep Bay, but 
I was afraid the train might not stop 
for me, so I just stood there getting 
colder and colder. I was singing to my 
self and stamping my feet when the tel 
ephone man came along. We talked for 
a few minutes about the Italians, but 
even Moon didn’t seem to be interested 
or worried about them. He said she 
sure was a funny woman. He couldn’t 
understand her at all. Moon had gone 
in one day to fix the radio, and she was 
in bed. That was before she was sick, 
and it was after eleven o ’clock. And 
since then he had gone in from time to 
time, and she had always been in bed
with the dishes unwashed and the house 
a mess. Moon told me that she would 
never go out of the house, not even to 
see the woman who lived up the track 
about a hundred yards.
‘ ‘ Maybe she’s been sick a long time, ’ ’
I said. “ W hat’s wrong with her?”
“ I think she’s goin’ to have a baby,” 
Moon said. 1‘ She’s always been funny, 
though. Doesn’t seem to take an inter 
est in anything.”
Of course, I may be wrong. Perhaps 
I see the situation from a distorted 
point of view, but I was there and saw 
this house fifteen miles up in the woods, 
and though I ’ve only been here a few 
weeks living in the shack I have, I 
know how lonesome one can get being 
alone for even a few hours. And at that 
I can always go over to the office or to 
Mrs. Henderson’s when I feel like talk 
ing to someone. But this little Italian 
woman has no one within miles of her— 
no one except the young married cou 
ple, and maybe she doesn’t  like them.
When the locomotive finally came it 
stopped at the telephone and called the 
office for a clear track. Then we went 
up to the house and stopped while the 
Italians got on. When the woman came 
out of the door all wrapped up in an 
old brown coat with a faded fur collar 
she didn’t look a bit sick. She looked 
unhappy but she didn’t  look sick. On 
a logging train there is nothing but a 
locomotive and a string of cars loaded 
with timber, so this woman came into 
the cab with us. We helped her on and 
tried to make her comfortable, but 
that ’8 not so easy to do when you have 
to sit on the floor of the cab, your feet 
up close to the furnace and your back 
against the oil tank. She didn’t  say a 
word, though, all the way down. She 
didn’t even move, sitting there while
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the locomotive swayed and rumbled 
and belched soot all over her. You 
could tell she wasn’t a bit interested in 
the ride down. Her expression made it 
evident she wasn’t interested in any 
thing.
Her husband kept staring at her, but 
he didn’t speak. Every time the train 
stopped at a telephone he got off and 
talked to the office. He was phoning 
for an airplane to come up to Deep Bay, 
but I didn’t know that until later. It 
was funny, my standing there watching 
the two of them. I felt that I shouldn’t 
be, but I was mighty interested in them, 
the woman sitting on the floor with her 
head bent down staring at nothing, and 
the man watching her, puzzled and si 
lent. For a few minutes on the train I 
think I understood them better, more 
objectively than anyone I ’d e v e r  
known. I was looking at them and see 
ing their whole life up there in that lit 
tle shack. I was seeing the whole mo 
notony of their existence—the man 
walking to work every morning, the 
woman watching him go, bitter and re 
sentful and lonely. I was seeing right 
into their lives, and I  kept thinking 
that I shouldn’t. I was feeling the ter 
rific explosions of absolute silence that 
the woman felt every day. I was see 
ing the pile of dirty dishes, the broken
radio, the dirt, the miles of logged-off 
land; and I was seeing this through her 
eyes, and I knew that the woman with 
her head bent over her breast was very 
aware of her husband standing there 
staring at her, and was hating him and 
reveling in the sickness that was get 
ting her away.
She wasn’t having a baby; that was 
quite apparent when she got on the 
train, and though the locomotive en 
gineer told me it was appendicitis, he 
was just using his imagination the same 
as Moon. I t doesn’t make much differ 
ence anyway. The point is that she was 
sick and had to get into town. ,
Mrs. Henderson told me later about 
the airplane coming into Deep Bay and 
taking the two of them down to the 
Vancouver hospital. She said it cost 
twenty-five dollars, and that when it 
swooped into the bay and floated up to 
the wharf the little Italian woman got 
up from an oil barrel she had been sit 
ting on and clapped her hands. She 
stood there on that dirty wharf and 
clapped her hands like a small child. 
Her eyes were shining and she didn’t 
look sick at all. Mrs. Henderson spoke 
with a great deal of bitterness about 
the strangeness of Italians. She said 
they sure were funny people. She said 
it was their hot blood.
LUNCH HOUR
E l i s a b e t h  A l l e n  
Washington State College
M Y  Gawd," said Gertie, “  but 
| \ / |  I think she’s  crazy! She’s 
just plain nuts, th a t’s alL 
Did you ever hear anything so dumb, 
Lou ? I mean, you couldn’t  possibly’ve, 
because i t ’s the dumbest thing I ever 
heard about. Imagine a dame like her 
throwing a guy like Bob over! I  mean, 
just imagine i t ! ”
“ Sure,”  said Lou, with her mouth 
full of pie, “ I think she’s plain, stark, 
staring crazy. It smells kind of bad in 
here, don’t  it? ”
“ No worse than usual,”  said Gertie, 
“ only i t ’s a fish day and that makes it 
seem like it smells worse, th a t’s all. 
Me, I like the smell of food. Anything 
would smell good to me after I smell 
those damn prunes all morning. But 
then I ain’t  got no sensibilities; I a in’t 
like Cynthia. W e’re just common peo 
ple and we take things common. We 
don’t  have to turn up our delicate lit 
tle noses, ’ ’ she said affectedly, her voice 
shrill above the clatter of dishes in the 
company restaurant.
“ Cynthia’s funny,”  said Lou, finish 
ing the last of her pie in one gulp.
“ You’re right she’s funny,”  Gertie 
agreed. “ She’s a little too cockeyed 
funny to suit my style. But then, I 
a in’t got no style. I ’m just a poor 
workin’ girl tryin* to make something’ 
out of myself, th a t’s all. I a in’t  pre 
tendin’ to no fancy ideas. You can’t 
catch me all the time readin’ books. 
And readin’ poems. My Gawd, Lou, 
one day she was say in ’ poems over a 
tray of prunes! I don’t  get it. She’s 
crazy, th a t’s all. Or maybe I ’m crazy. 
My Gawd!”
“ Why Gertie, you’re the prettiest 
girl in the cannery,”  said Lou. “ Every 
body says you are. ’ ’
“ Well, why wouldn’t I be?”  Gertie 
held up her hand and gazed admiringly 
at the long painted nails, or as much as 
she could see of them through the pur 
ple that stains hands too long in prune 
juice. “ Why wouldn’t  I be? I ain’t  
too proud to fix myself up a little. I 
don’t just droop around without help 
in ’ myself like Cynthia, all the time 
lookin’ all languid and pale. What 
does she think she is, Lady Godiva?” 
“ That ain’t Lady Godiva,”  said Lou, 
raising her eyes from her plate. “ God 
iva ’s the dame with the hair—you 
know, all the hair and no clothes on.” 
Gertie burst into a laugh that rattled 
the cups in the saucers. “ My Gawd, 
then, that a in ’t Cynthia! Can’t  you 
just pipe Cynthia in a nudist colony? 
She’d just die, th a t’s all! She’d just 
pop a seam open and collapse.”
“ Two seams, prob’ly,”  Lou agreed 
placidly. “ Two seams and a half. If 
I had another piece of pie, th a t’d make 
me eat up a whole hour’s work, would 
n ’t it? Thirty cents I made; thirty 
cents I et. I might as well’ve went 
home.”
“ Sure you might,”  Gertie said. 
“ You might just as well. Anyway, 
you’ll get fat. I don’t see how you can 
eat so much food.”
“ I guess I ’ll eat another piece of pie, 
anyway,”  said Lou, still placidly. “ I 
guess I will, if that babe’ll just come 
over here.”
The dishes clattered loudly from the 
shelf at the edge of the company kitch-
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en. Waitresses hurried from it to the 
tables and back again, their arms 
straining with the trays and their blue 
uniforms hanging limp and wrinkled 
from the heat. Lou hollered at one of 
them and the girl took the order and 
was gone again without seeming to 
pause in the movement that was half a 
run.
“ It *8 funny Cynthia’d lower herself 
to work in a dump like this,”  Gertie 
said. “ You’d think, seein’ as how she 
thinks she’s so good and all, she’d be 
doin’ somethin’ that ain’t so common. 
Imagine, a dame like her just standin’ 
here sortin’ prunes like anybody!”
“ She’s got to work,” said Lou, stab 
bing a bite of pie with her fork. “ She’s 
got to give her money to her family. 
Her dad’s sick or something; I don’t 
remember.”
“ H e’8 drunk, you mean. ” Gertie said 
with conviction. “ That’s another thing 
that burns me up; how does Cynthia 
think she’s such a helluva lady when 
her old man’8 soused all the timet My 
old man may not be the president of 
congress, but anyway, he ain’t soused 
all the time.”
“ Sure he ain’t ,” said Gertie, with 
her mouth full. “ Neither is mine.”
“ Well, anyway, I never could see 
how Cynthia landed Bob, anyway. H e’s 
a swell egg. Why, he’s almost perfect. 
How anybody as regular as Bob could 
go around with a nincompoop like that 
Cynthia, all the time puttin ’ on airs! I 
may be dumb, but I can’t see it at all, 
that’s a ll!”
“ I know,” said Lou. “ There ain’t 
nobody that could see it, but he did. 
For over a year he did.” She finished 
the last bite of her pie and eyed the 
empty plate a little mournfully. “ You
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know what, Gertie ? I think I ’m still 
hungry.”
“ No, you ain’t ,”  said Gertie. “ You 
couldn’t be. Nobody could. Well, any 
way, Lou, what I mean is, even if you 
can’t see how he could go with her, can 
you see how when he did she’d let him 
stop? That’s what I ’m drivin’ at. 
What I mean is, she’s crazy, isn’t she? 
She ’ll never get anybody like Bob 
again.”
“ Sure,” said Lou. She looked at the 
heavy dishes, all of them smeared and 
empty, and then she relaxed, defeated, 
in the chair. “ Sure, she’s crazy, I 
guess. Only maybe Bob threw her over. 
Did you ever think of that?”
“ Do you think I ’m nuts?” said Ger 
tie. “ Sure I thought of it. I still think 
of it, but the thing that’s funny is, the 
both of ’em said it was her. If i t ’d 
been just her that said it, I ’d know 
what to think. I guess I ’m not so 
dumb. But they both of ’em said it was 
her. Gawd but I think she’s crazy!”
Lou displayed a little interest. She 
toyed for a minute with her fork, turn 
ing it over and staring at the prongs 
that were bent from too vigorous bit 
ing. “ You don’t know how it hap 
pened, do you?”  she asked.
“ W ell,” said Gertie, tilting the chair 
against the wall, “ I don’t know as I 
know how it happened. All I know’s 
what they said. Somebody told me yes 
terday they’d broke up and I couldn’t 
believe it. I couldn’t believe it because 
of course I know Cynthia’s dumb, ev 
erybody knows she’s dumb, but I did 
n ’t know anybody was that dumb. I 
really didn’t. So I went up to her this 
morning, the first thing, and I said, 
‘Well, I hear you and Bob called it off 
last week.* ‘What?* she says, kind of 
moony-like. So I said it again, and
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she says, ‘Oh, yes. Yes, we did.* So 
me, all kind of kind-hearted even if she 
is so dumb she’ll fall down standin’ 
still some day, me, I said to her, ‘Gosh, 
tha t’s too bad. I ’m real sorry, Cyn 
thia. ’ And do you know what she said ? 
Just guess what she said, th a t’s a ll!” 
‘‘I can’t ,”  said Lou, chewing her 
nails and staring straight at Gertie. “ I 
can’t even think. You go on and tell 
me what she said.”
‘‘Well, believe it or not, kid, she said 
it ain’t too bad at all. He ain’t  the man 
for her, she said. My Gawd, can you 
imagine it! He ain’t  the man for her, 
please! He’s good-looking. He can 
dance. He’s got a job and a car. H e’s 
a regular fellow. And the fool says 
he ain’t the man for her! She’s crazy, 
th a t’8 all.”
‘‘Sure, she’s crazy,”  Lou agreed. She 
scraped at the red polish on her left 
fingernails with the thumbnail of her 
right. ‘‘Is that all she sa id t”
‘‘She said a lot more. But if I tell 
you i t ’ll slay you. I t ’ll just slay you 
cold, i t ’s so dumb.”
‘‘Go on. I ’ll risk it,”  said Lou. 
‘‘Well, she said she wanted the man 
she was married to to be more than a 
meal ticket. She wants there to be 
some glory in it. Glory in it—w hat’s 
she want, Robert Taylor T She said that 
when she got a man she wanted the 
stars to burn brighter, and the world 
to rock; she wanted the trees to shout 
about it, and a shine to be all over ev 
erythin’. My Gawd, can you imagine 
it!”
Lou giggled a little and looked at the 
clock. “ Hurry up. I t ’s getting late. 
What did you say to h e r t”
“ Well, what would anybody say? I 
asked her if she wouldn’t like the can 
nery to get up and swing and the
bridge to do a two-step. I told her she 
oughta get a doctor to look at the knob 
she uses for a head. Can you imagine 
it? So then she said, in that wish- 
washy voice that sounds like a horse 
dyin’, all mincy-like with the words 
careful, that she’d rather look at the 
stars at night than go dance where your 
clothes stuck to you. Can you beat that 
one! Well, I  said to her, I said, ‘You 
go right on and look at the stars for ex 
citement. But you can give me a fur 
coat and a dress or two, and if some 
body wants to take me to a dance, you 
won’t  catch me craning my neck to see 
what the stars think about i t ! ’ Well, 
she just tossed her head around and 
started sortin ’ prunes and then she said 
she guessed she’d go to night school. 
Well, that just finished me, th a t’s all. 
I just said ‘ My Gawd! ’ and walked off, 
th a t’s all.”
“ Everybody to their own taste,”  Lou 
remarked. “ I wouldn’t  call it sense, 
but if she does, she has to live with it 
and not me, anyway.”
“ Well,”  said Gertie, “ when I got 
over that, I  went over and asked Bob’s 
sister on the feedin’ trays, and she said 
it was Cynthia did it, and Bob felt kind 
of bad. She said Bob got her a ring 
and Cynthia wouldn’t take it, because 
she said that wasn’t  what she wanted 
out of her life. What in the hell does 
she think she 11 get, a prince on a white 
horse, all pure and delicate like ? Bob’s 
sister is kind of peeved about it. She 
says how does a dame like her get that 
way, thinkin’ she’s too good for Bob? 
And, anyway, I mean, how can anybody 
get that way? Cynthia ain’t got no 
looks, she ain’t got no figure, she ain’t 
got nothin’ but a lot of highbrow ideas. 
And then by the grace of God, right out 
of a clear sky with a blue ribbon, she
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gets a guy like Bob, and what does she 
dot She throws him over. It 11 serve 
her right if she sorts prunes till she’s 
dead.”
” 1 feel kind of sorry for her,” said 
Lou slowly. “ I l l  bet she don’t have 
much fun ever. 1 think she’s dumb, 
but, anyway, I feel kind of sorry for 
her.”
“ My Gawd,” said Gertie, “ do I feel 
sorry for her! When a girl ain’t got 
any more sense than that, anybody’d 
feel sorry for her. But, you know, I 
think it ’s a good thing for Bob. I ’d 
hate worse’n hell to see a regular guy 
like Bob tied to a dame like her for 
ever.” She paused for a minute and 
smoothed her black hair. “ Do you
’spose Bob likes blondest Cynthia’s a 
blonde, kind of, so maybe he’s fed up 
on blondes. Maybe it ’d be a good break 
for him to go with a dark girl once. Do 
you suppose, Lout”
“ Maybe,” said Lou. She moved her 
chair and got up. “ If you don’t jerk a 
leg, w e’ll both be late. Come on, snap 
into it. But I thought I oughta tell 
you. You don’t need to get your hair 
done. Bob’s taking me to the dance. 
H e’s taking me Friday and he’s taking 
me Saturday, and if I feel like it, I 
guess he’ll take me some place Sunday 
too. So I guess your hair’s all right.” 
“ Well, my Gawd!” said Gertie slow 
ly. “ Can you pipe that one! Maybe 
I ’m dumb. . . . ”
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MENGARINI’S NARRATIVE OF THE ROCKIES
Memoirs of Old Oregon, 1841-1850, and St. Mary's Mission 
E d it e d  B t A l b e r t  J. P a r t o l l
(Continued from the Spring Issue, page 202)
In the autumn of 1843, I received a letter 
from Fr. DeVos ordering me to come and 
meet him. He had travelled by land from 
St. Louis and was many days' journey from 
the mission. I immediately prepared to 
obey, and calling several of the Indians, I 
told them what I intended to do. They were 
prepared for the road more quickly than I, 
and set oat ahead. As soon as I was ready, 
I mounted my male to follow them; bat I 
started a little sooner than I had intended; 
for my feet were scarcely in the stirrups, 
when away sped my male to join the others, 
and finding that I coaid not keep my bal 
ance, I thought better to vacate my seat 
willingly than otherwise. I therefore tried 
to let myself down quietly from his back.
and freeing myself from the stirrups, I 
jumped. My foot turned under me and I 
fell; the doable barreled shot gun which I 
had in my hand turned also, both barrels 
pointing at my breast. The male, freed from 
his load, increased his speed and soon joined 
the advance party. The Indians, seeing my 
male riderless, feared some mishap, and re 
tracing their steps found me with a sprained 
ankle. They would have induced me to re- 
tarn to the village, bat as I did not consider 
that the accident warranted a non-compliance 
with an order of obedience, I Insisted on go 
ing ahead. For two days and two nights it 
rained continuously, and though wet through 
and through, we dared not light a fire, tor 
we were in the country of the Blackfeet.
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On the second day of our journey, I saw in 
the distance what seemed to be a man. The 
Indians immediately started towards the ob 
ject and having surrounded it gradually 
forced it nearer. I then saw it was a bear. 
Suddenly one of them fired and the bear 
fell. The Indian then, slowly approaching, 
threw his buffalo robe towards the prostrate 
animal. The bear still showed no signs of 
life. The Indian was not yet satisfied, but 
pricking the motionless body with a knife, 
and receiving not even a growl in answer, he 
was sure that his bullet had done its work.
Some days before this, we had discovered 
one of the sources of the Missouri. I t was 
on the top of a high hill. The soil was very 
moist and a large stream of water was is 
suing from the ground. On the other side 
of the hill, but a few rods away, so near in 
fact that with a ploughshare I could unite 
the two, was one of the sources of the 
Columbia.
On the seventh day, one of the Indians, 
who had ridden ahead, came back to tell us 
that there was a camp of Blackfeet near at 
hand. Ignace28 put on his American cap and 
■ coat, and taking the lead, rode off with the 
others to reconnoitre. Soon, however, an 
Indian returned and reported that the camp 
was a camp of white men. We therefore 
started for the place and found a Frenchman 
named Gervais” with his family. They had 
been as much startled by the appearance of 
our Indians as we had at the sight of their 
camp; each party mutually took the other 
for Blackfeet and none of us was sorry for 
the mistake. We parted with the best of 
wishes, and the next day I met Fr. [Peter] 
DeVos, who with Fr. [Adrian] Hoecken and 
several novice-brothers, was coming to the
mountains.3* I remained with them a few 
days, and then reminding Fr. DeVos that I  
had left the mission without a priest, I asked 
his permission to hasten back. This he read 
ily granted, and I returned with all speed 
to make what little preparation I could for 
his reception. He travelled leisurely, and 
upon his arrival several days later, the whole 
village turned out to give him a welcome. A 
great traveller, though already advanced in 
years, and in poor health, he was no sooner 
over the fatigues of this long journey, than, 
in company with two Indians, two Canadi 
ans, a brother and myself, he started for the 
Calispels.
Before starting we took a light breakfast 
of bread and coffee, and as Fr. DeVos was 
a jovial character, the time passed very 
pleasantly. We were still, however, quite a 
distance from our halting place, when one 
of the Canadians said: “The brother knows 
the place; so while you ride along quietly 
let us go ahead and prepare the meal.” As 
the brother assured us that he knew the 
place, we allowed the others to depart and 
rode on as contentedly as before. Soon, how 
ever, the trail separated into two, along one 
of which the brother boldly started, and we 
followed. Soon misgivings arose in my mind, 
for there were no mule tracks to be seen, nor 
was there a river on our left hand as we had 
been led to expect. I urged my doubts but 
the brother had an answer for all of them. 
The day was well now advanced, and as eve 
ning set in, we saw no signs of our com 
panions, we became more anxious and trav 
elled faster. But the faster and further we 
went, the further) we seemed doomed to go, 
until, when it was already night, we found 
ourselves in a small prairie from where
“ T his w as young Ignace an  Iroquois who w ith P e te r G aucher had gone to St. Louis In 1839 to  
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tribe they  lived. Ignace rem ained in the east to  guide DeSm et w est in 1840, and  P e te r 
m ade his way back to  the F latheads to  tell them  th a t  the ir request w as answ ered and  to 
arrange for the coming of DeSmet th e  nex t sum m er, 1840.
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Miss. Val. H ist. Review, VoL 6, pp. 99-110.
F a th e r DeVos w as born in Ghent, Belgium, in 1797. H e w as for a  tim e associated  w ith 
the Oregon missions, and  la te r w ent to California w here he died April 17. 1859. F a th e r  
Hoecken in 1844 founded the mission of St. Igna tiu s am ong the Lower Pend d’Oreilles and 
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therapist, is finally run out of town; comes 
again to New York to show conscientious Jim 
Jones failing in private practice while psy 
chiatrist Harrison Hawke prospers with 
chicanery and seduction; and returns finally 
with Ogden Greb to the primitive area of 
Idaho as if to home, to the clean wilderness, 
to Eden and Eve, “the wise and ancient 
woman —and even she “was very Introvert 
ed, clearly enough.” But there, finally in 
the sexual embrace, Ogden Greb becomes 
part of a boundless and indefinable passion, 
with the hard and unreasonable center of his 
egoism softened and dissipated, until he was 
in all things and all things were in him.” 
Most successful is the history of John and 
Jane Smith, who in the early weeks of mar 
riage frequently interrupt sentimental in 
anities to make the vows of mutual “hon 
esty demanded by John; but quickly, per 
haps too quickly, John’s honesty appears 
plainly as hypocrisy, and then the author 
traces the growth of John's obsession, its 
ever widening divergence from the reality 
♦ii ac*ua* instincts and compulsions, un 
til finally it culminates in a dramatic crash 
of insanity. In a novel packed full of gro 
tesques, John Is easily the most hair-raising, 
because you know he’s the fellow who has 
made Esquire a going concern, he’s the suck 
er who makes the market for all those funny 
clothes.
Here is an earnest book, however, and in 
in one part of the narrative; but I was more 
worried by a certain florid tendency in the 
f y 'e’ whlc,hi,to° frequently relaxes into simp- 
Iy bad writing. For example, Jerry Young 
wants before Ogden Greb with “insolent 
grace, “mocks” him “with her incredibly 
lovely mouth,” inspires him with "the Insup 
portable wonder of her lips,” and finally 
even narrows” her gaze “until dark lashes 
almost lay on her cheeks” ; It is little wonder 
that Greb 8 blood is “like fire in his ridicu- 
tous temples.” And there is Mrs. Jim Jones 
with her hot hungry mouth.” who is “half 
woman and half angel and all siren.” She Is 
ner husband s lyric. He steps “out of the 
mad world to seek his anchor and peace” 
in her, and she—she lays "her head on his
u !?ear what U said” This is all pure 
pulp cliche ; and, while a writer as brilliant 
*k , ,r‘ * ,slier tnust occasionally nod, he should never descend.
It is an earnest book however, and. In 
spite of artistic faults, one that is exciting 
toread. It should serve as an excellent in- 
to ?ny stnd-v ot psychotherapy 
and should perhaps be required reading for 
the ( la 88 of 1938——God save them!
Donald MacRae
Free Land. By Rose Wilder Lane 
Longmans. Green. $2.50.
- , W.hat ,Pe°PIe Said. By W. L. White. 
The Viking Press. $2.75.
Frontier and Midland
Blow for a Landing. By Ben Lucien 
Burman. Houghton Mifflin. $2.50.
These three volumes together cover most 
interestingly and completely a large section 
of the Great Valley and the Great Plains, 
and equally Interestingly and even more 
completely the social conditions of the same 
areas. The total effect of them is a sense of 
the inexhaustible richness of America, the 
variety and fascination of its mores, and our 
heritage and what we are doing with it.
Rose Wilder Lane's Free Land begins in 
the late Seventies when there was free land 
west of Minnesota, and, in the Dakotas, 
men said that the Government put up a 
quarter-section against $15 and five years’ 
hard work, on a bet that a man couldn’t 
make a living on the land.” Dave Beaton 
and his wife take that bet. Free Land Is a 
story of their winning, and a thrilling one. 
W itt the exception of Ellnore Pruitt Stew 
a r ts  Letters of a Woman Homesteader, no 
other book that we have seen has dramatized 
so well this experience. Yet nothing in par 
ticular happens in the sense of any integrated 
plot. They simply face stoically, this couple, 
monotony, wind, blizzard, drouth, hard luck, 
and, in the main, have a good time because 
they don t realize that a Government or be 
nevolent deity should do more for them.
They’re a tough breed, self-reliant. When 
they can t break the land with horses, they 
swap them for oxen. When the stable roof 
goes out in the blizzard, they drag Star and 
Dobbin Into the house. When they make a 
mistake, they don’t mope; they plant tur 
nips (and sell them later for $350). When 
they get a three-months’ school-teaching Job 
at $15 a month, they exult—it’s heavenly! 
When caught in a blizzard on the way home 
from school, they get the children Into a 
haystack and hold them there till the storm 
breaks. When some fool—ghoul—robs an 
Indian burial ground and starts an uprising, 
though they have to comb three states, they 
get the stolen body back.
The pioneer strain has petered out in W. L. 
White s What People Said. When a prom 
inent citizen Is caught in a defaulting, he 
shoots himself. When a tough citizen Is un 
able to “make” a living, he goes on relief.
I t Is the time of the N. Y. A. They just can't 
take it.
In a small town in the state of “Oklarada,” 
which Is probably just north of Oklahoma, 
the author plays very seriously for five hun 
dred pages a game between a pair of deucea 
and some aces. The aces are the steady folk 
who give their stability to their town, the 
deoces a pair of four-flushers of shifty stan 
dards (whom everybody none the less mis 
takes for kings), and the author runs in for 
good measure at least one Jack. The Jack, 
Buck, is the fellow whom every man who has 
ever lived In a small town and gone on by
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decent roads to a goal of some sort has left 
behind him. Buck’s whining menace over 
shadows America. Mr. White is far too lev 
el-voiced to say this. He merely shows him, 
but Buck is more real than the shadowy 
Norssexes, whose charm is all alleged, never 
shown.
Less sinister and more wholesome are the 
contemporary riverfolk depicted by Ben Lu- 
cien Burnam, the test of whose success in 
Blow for a Landing is that he puts you im 
mediately and completely in a brand-new real 
world. It’s a world of charm, of simplicity, 
of simple, unabashed habit of measuring all 
life by its own river ways. Unlike Free 
Land the emphasis here is less upon pioneer 
ing (though the characters’ tenacity in cling 
ing to the river equals that of the hardy 
young couple holding to their prairie claim) 
than upon folk ways strange to outsiders, old 
to the river, known to Mark Twain, put down 
here with less tang but more love and ful 
ness. With human inconsistency the Pennys 
eternally are trying to unclasp themselves 
from their love. The efforts of these gypsy 
shanty folk held in the spell of the river to 
get themselves off it form such story as 
there is. A drifting plot, this, that loops and 
winds like the river itself, yet carries you 
along with it as well as winds itself round 
your heart.
Of the three volumes Free Land with its 
hardihood is the most dramatic; What People 
Said (though too long and with Mr. Heming 
way too often behind the arras) gives the 
solidest impact; Blow for a Landing has the 
most charm.
All three authors are preserving regional 
America.
Paul Eldridge
Holy Old Mackinaw; A Natural His 
tory of the American Lumberjack. By 
Stewart H. Holbrook. Macmillan. 
$2.50.
By the Holy Old Mackinaw, this book’s a 
pip! It more than lives up to the promise 
of its come-on sub-title. For not only is it an 
authentic history of the man-on-the-job who, 
in his own vigorous idiom, “let daylight into 
the swamp” all the way from Portland, 
Maine, to Portland, Oregon, it is also an 
equally authentic record of his off-time do 
ings. And if his activities at work were a 
series of one hair-raising adventure after 
another, take it from me (on Mr. Holbrook’s 
authority) that his annual “continuous per 
formance” blow-outs In town were nothing 
short of hell-raising. All of which is but to 
state that here is a chronicle which is both 
soundly enlightening and hilariously enter 
taining, and that such of the reading public 
as choose to pass it up must wish neither to 
learn nor to laugh.
This saga of the lumberjack is at once the
story of prodigious feats of human brawn 
and valor and the story of unending ingen 
uity in the fashioning of tools and machinery 
to meet the needs of changing conditions as 
the logging industry progressed from the two- 
bitted axes and the peavies of “down east,” 
through the year-round cuttings of the saw 
mills in the Great Lakes region, to reach at 
last the high-powered methods of stripping 
bare the wooded areas of the Pacific North 
west and California. And that means that 
while, much in the manner in which the cycle 
of John Henry tales reveals the ironic truth 
about the southern negro laborer, it cele 
brates the triumph of the timber worker over 
the forces of nature, it a t the same time con 
fesses to his defeat a t the hands of so-called 
progress. It is a nice question which is the 
more moving, Mr. Holbrook’s hearty delight 
in the lusty devilries and dangers of his 
hairy-chested heroes or his nostalgia for the 
stuff-testing customs of former years when 
men with their calked boots on liked nothing 
better than to fight all night confined inside 
the close quarters of their lousy bunkhouses. 
Nowadays they spend their evenings smok 
ing cigarettes and listening to the radio in 
hygienic company camps built according to 
trades union codes.
Whether he writes in the one mood or the 
other Mr. Holbrook always writes well. If I 
say as well as E. B. White or Robert Benchley 
in The New Yorker, and I do, I’m saying that 
that’s “tops” for me. Here’s a sample, with 
the special Holbrookian, extra pleasure in 
suring, trade-mark at the end:
It is recalled that the arrogant bull- 
whackers who drove the Dolbeer & Car- 
son oxen snorted in amused contempt to 
see such a contraption (as a donkey en 
gine] in the woods. They sat on stumps, 
chewing tobacco and passing lewd re 
marks, while their bulls chewed their 
cuds and batted not an ear as John Dol 
beer ran a line out from the donkey 
drum and wrapped one end of it around 
a rugged redwood log. Then he returned 
to the engine and opened her wide.
That heavy log came in a-snorting—in 
less time than it would have taken a yoke 
of bulls to turn around. It marked the 
exact date when began the conversion of 
logging bulls into steaks and hamburger. 
Writing like that one finds in every chap 
ter of this most diverting and informing 
book. And its chapters cover a multitude of 
matters, all of them intimately related to the 
general subject of lumbering: forest fires, 
boom towns, log jams and rafts, bawdy house 
madames and red-light districts, north woods 
balladry and tall tale telling, skidroads and 
high leads, the I. W. W., logging pirates and 
timber barons, and plenty more of the same 
lively sort. Throughout the whole range of 
them the lumberjack is presented slashing 
his roystering, rip-roaring swath “hell, west,
.
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CVRCLR MD RFG AMPPC RGML GL N PR MD 7PCEML
3B FM 6CT B LB - GDMPLG UFCPC P GL
G A LRW LB T PG C ;FC UMPI G AM NC
RCLR LB BCR G CB ;FC PC S R G FG RMPW MD
RFC AFGCD A G RGA D SARS RGML GL RFC 1PC R
, GL CVRCLBGLE AI RM RFC RG C MD RFC DGP R
CRR C CLR * UGRF AML GBCP C BG AS GML MD
RFC PC RGML CRUCCL RPCC EPMURF LB NPCAGN
GR RGML LB MRFCP D ARMP 5P LRCT S R
F TC F B EMMB RG C R IGLE UGRF RFC M BC R
GLF GR LR LB PSLLGLE BMUL RMPGC MD CV
ACNRGML BPMSEFR LB P GL
;FC FG RMPW MD RFC -M MP BM .C R G GIC
UG C AMLACPLCB UGRF C P W CRR C CLR NCAGD
GA W UGRF RFC AM MLG RGML MD RFC 3 NCPG
CW ;FC .C R G L PC MD MTCP
OS PC G C GL UFGAF RFC PGTCP F BCNM GR
CB BSPGLE RFC $ WC P LB MPC RF R 5P
:GIC F ILMUL GR MTCP GV LB F D G
GML RML MD BCRPGR RCPG R RG C R
P RC MD MPC RF L RFMS LB RML CAMLB
;FG CLMP MS BCNM GRGML F PC S RCB GL DPC
OSCLR AF LEC GL RFC AMSP C MD RFC RPC RM
RFC C * DMP RG C GLBCCB RFC CLRGPC EPC R
D MU U BGTCPRCB GLRM LB MAICB GL
LB LCTCP PC AFCB RFC ES D RM RFC AML RCPL
RGML MD RFM C UFM UCPC CEGLLGLE RM D P
RF R GL ;FC M R CNGA FG RMPW MD RFG
SLPS W EG LR MD PGTCP G RM B W 5P :GIC
A C P W LB GL BCR G 2G DGP R AF NRCP BC
UGRF CVN MP RGML LB RRC NR RM AF PR RFC
GLAML R LR AF LLC LB UGRF RFC C P W L T
GE RGML MD RFC PGTCP ;FCL A C RFC EPC R
BGTCP GML UFGAF NPMTMICB CDDMPR RM GLBSAC
RFC RPC RM BMNR NCP LCLR AF LLC RM
RFC C * RFC C CDDMPR AS GL RCB GL RFC AML
RPSARGML MD RFC B LB A L DMP RFC 3
NCPG CW ;FC PGTCP BCDGCB CDDMPR RM
BGPCAR GR SR DGL W ASR GR MUL U W MSR LB
NN PCLR W F CRR CB BMUL RM MPC MP C
R C AMSP C 8PC CLR GLBGA RGML PC RF R
RFG R RC MD DD GP UG C PCLBCPCB MPC
NCP LCLR W RFC AM N CRGML MD RFC ,MS BCP
. ;FC R AF NRCP PC BCTMRCB RM
A PCDS AAMSLR MD RFC M B A PPGCB W RFC
PGTCP LB RFC D ARMP AMLACPLCB GL GR BCNM
GRGML ;FC MMI G SRFMPGR RGTC UC UPGR
RCL LB G S RP RCB W MTCP DGLC NFMRM
EP NF PCNPC CLRGLE RFC UFM C NCPGMB MD M
CPT RGML GL 5P LRCT UMPI RFC LCA
C PG W M CUF R BCR G CB LB RCAFLGA L
RSPC MD RFC BC APGNRGML UG G GR GR PC BCP *
UFGAF G NGRW DMP MRF MD RFC C GLTC RGE
RGML PC T S C RM LWMLC GLRCPC RCB GL
RFC CRR C CLR MD RFC UC RCPL AMSLRPW W
UFGRC CL
  -
-MSLRGC MD RFC -M R LEC ,W
5G BPCB ,PMMIC 2MMTCP :R LDMPB LG
TCP GRW 8PC $
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CPL -MSLRGC LB CW LB :GCPP -MSL
RGC ;FC M R PCACLR BBGRGML RM RFG
CPGC MMI CLRGR CB
G UMPRFUFG C NPMBSARGML 3R G LMR
GL LW CL C ESGBC MMI RF R RRC NR RM
NSDD SN ACPR GL ACLGA DC RSPC MP MRFCP G
G P NFCLM CL
3R G UPGRRCL GL G N C SR N C GLE RW C
LB NPC CLR EPC R MSLR MD MA FG RMPW
M R W MD RFC RWNC LMR C G W T G C C C
UFCPC ;FC CVRCLR MD RFC TM S C W C
TG S G CB UFCL GR G GB RFCPC PC N EC
MD RCVR LB RFC GLBCV MLC AMTCP MTCP
N EC CR AM S L RM N EC ;FCPC G
S R LRG MSLR MD GLDMP RGML MSR RFC
N AC MD :N LG F CRR C CLR :N LG F LB
EP LR LB FG RMPGA :N LG F D G GC ;FCPC
PC DCU N PR MD RFC LGRCB :R RC UFCPC
RFCPC G M SAF PM LRGA RCPG DMP
FG RMPGA ESGBC MMI
3R G LMR RM C CVNCARCB RF R NPMBSARGML
MD RFG MPR UG C CLRGPC W UGRFMSR D S R
;FCPC PC DCU N AC UFCPC RFCPC UMS B
CC RM C GL BCOS RC AMPPC RGML CRUCCL
FG RMPGA R RC CLR BC ML BGDDCPCLR N EC
N PRGAS P A C GL GLB G RF R MD RFC
MPGEGL MD RFC L C - NC 5CLBMAGLM UFGAF G
RPC RCB GL RUM BGDDCPCLR LLCP 3LAGBCLR
W RFC MMI G GLAMPPCAR GL RFC R RC CLR
RF R - NC 5CLBMAGLM G RFC M R UC RCP W
N PR MD AMLRGLCLR LGRCB :R RC - NC
, LAM GL 7PCEML G D PRFCP UC R RF L - NC
5CLBMAGLM LB - NC 5A T GL FGLERML
G D PRFCP UC R RF L CGRFCP MD RFC MRFCP RUM
2MUCTCP RFC C RRCP PC S ACNRG C MD
CGLE AMPPCARCB GL RCP CBGRGML LB RFCW BM
LMR BCRP AR RCPG W DPM RFC ECLCP
T SC MD RFC MMI
 
RML GLE - GDMPLG 8 SLBCP
RFC -M RMAI 4MBC ,W 1CMPEC . 4W
L :APG LCP :
.P 4W L CVAGRGLE COSC RM RFC
- G COS RM RUM GMEP NFGC MLC
LMTC LB MLC HMSPL G RGA AAMSLR MD DGDRCCL
WC P MD : L 0P LAG AM AM MPDS FG RMPW
;FC GTC MD BM NF :SRPM LB G G -
RML PC RFC C DMP GMEP NFGC GL RFC
C TC * GL RFCGP TGM CLR G NGLEC CLR SNML
MLC LMRFCP RFCW NPMTGBC RCPG DMP
LMTC MLC MD RFC FCPM MTCPAM C 6C C G
LB RFC TG GL LB UGL SAAC GL RFC CLB
RWNC LB RFC ACLC MD RFCGP RPSEE C RFC
:RMAI VAF LEC RFC , LI MD - GDMPLG LB
RFC -M RMAI 4MBC PC RFC ACLC MD : L
0P LAG AM FG RMPW CRUCCL LB '
;FC FG RMPW MD MRFCP PCEGML MD RFC 8 AGDGA
6MPRFUC R G M GLICB UGRF RF R MD
RML LB FG PGLE ;FCPC G LM BMS R RF R
RML NPMTGBCB RFC A NGR UGRF UFGAF
TGL G 2 WU PB MSEFR SN RMAI DMP RFC
NMM MD BGPCARMP MD RFC 7PCEML :RC LB
6 TGE RGML -M N LW LB N ACB AMLRPM MD
RF R MLMNM G RGA AMPNMP RGML GL RFC F LB
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PG IF GBNP T GP S PG PS MBOE 8BEE
B 7 .JOT PS I ?IPN TPO BOE
FFE 0B 7 0 .JOT PS I SFTJEFO
PG IF ;  : 0P CFDBNF B NFNCFS PG
IF PBSE PG IF BOL PG 0BMJGPSOJB .OE
NBO JN PS BO 6EBIP NJOFT FSF EFWFMP FE
J I IF BJE PG 0BMJGPSOJB T DB J BM
;OF PG IF NPT ESBNB JD JODJEFO T JO IF
CPPL SFDFEJOH IF GJOBM DB BT SP IF PG .
H T )(& JT IF PNJOP T EFDMJOF JO 0SP O
PJO T PDL BOE BMT PO T FGGPS T P LFF IJT
IFBE BCPWF B FS JO 7 M )( . DPEF NFT
TBHF BNPOH IF FFE B FST JO IF FFE
0PMMFHF 8JCSBS GSPN FBS DPNNJTTJPO
CSPLFS P JNFPO FFE PS MBOE GJOBO
DJFS IP IBE CFFO T FD MB JOH JO NJOJOH
T PDL JMM T SB FT IF OMPBEJOH IJDI BT
FMMJOH EJTBT FS P BMT PO 1FDPEFE J
SFBET
BO 3SBODJTDP 7 M $ )(
0 FFE
PME GPS P PEB FO TIBSFT 0SP O PJO
B EPMMBST BOE TIBSFT B EPMMBST
NBSLF PP FBL P DSP E JMM DPO JO F
TFMMJOH OFY FFL F BSF TB JTGJFE J I IF
NJOF BOE FWFS IJOH DPODFSOJOH J
FBS
;O . H T ' )(& 9S FFE CF SB T BM
NPT B T BS MJOH OBJWF F IFO IF SJ FT
FBS IP JT JO IF DFO FS PG IJOHT BOE
IBT FWJEFO M SFBE IF SJ JOH PO IF BMM
. H T ' )(&
FBS 2TRS
BO 3SBODJTDP 1S JS
27 5 PG IF I JOT FODMPTJOH T B FNFO
PG BDDP O J I CBMBODF P N DSFEJ PG
&' JT B IBOE :P IFBSJOH GSPN P
573325 . BT IF GPS OB F PS OGPS
OB F P OFS PG (& TIBSFT PG 0SP O
PJO C J T BMM SJHI BO IP 6 T PTF
P DBO BMMP JO FSFT PO IF NPOF JG TP
LFF J O JM 6 BO P TF J P IFS JTF
BEWJTF NF BOE 6 JMM J P IFSF 6 MPPLT
BT JG IFSF BT HPJOH P CF B NPWFNFO JO
T PDLT IJT GBMM BOE 6 IBWF CFFO IBMG FN FE
TFWFSBM JNFT P S N M DL B H FTTJOH
AP EPO NFBO P TB IB P . C JOH
T PDL FO JSFM EP P - .N HMBE 9S 5B
BSE T IFBM I JT JN SPWJOH JWF IJN N
SFHBSET IFO P TFF IJN
AP ST S M
FFE
1S 8 NBO T BENJSB JPO GPS BMT PO JT
DPOWF FE P IF SFBEFS ISP HIP IF CPPL
BOE JO IF GJOBM DIB FST IF DSFB FT B T N
B I GPS IF NBO IJDI MBDFT IF CPPL JO
IF DB FHPS PG B NPWJOH OPWFM
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6 JT T FO FBST TJODF 1S 5BS T
GJST JN PS BO CPPL ,
, DBNF GSPN IF SFTT ?IJT 6 IJOL JT
T JMM IJT CFT CPPL, CB IF POF OP OEFS
SFWJF JT B WFS PS I T DDFTTPS BOE JT BD
BMM B T DDFTTPS JO 5BS T MJGF MPOH B BDL
PO B FSOFE NJOE BOE IJT BEWPDBD PG EF
NPDSBD JO FE DB JPO BT JO BMM IF P IFS SF
HJPOT PG MJGF ?IJT JT 5 BS T CJHHFT CPPL
BOE R J F OB SBMM TP TJODF J BMNPT BLFT
BMM LOP MFEHF P CF J T SPWJODF 5F BENJ T
IB BMNPT FWFS DIB FS NJHI FMM
IBWF CFFO FY FOEFE JO P B TF BSB F WPM NF
TPNF PG IFN JO P FY FOTJWF WPM NFT ?IF
T PS HPFT CBDL P IF CFHJOOJOHT JO DIB
FS POF BOE SFBDIFT EP O P IF FYJHFO SFT
FO 6 T BOT IF BHFT GSPN OFPMJ IJD NBO P
IF SFNF 0P S EFDJTJPO JO IF PDJBM F
D SJ DBTFT PG 9B $& ( AF J JT OP
NFSF BOOBMT PS DISPOPMPH C SB IFS B FS
TJT FO PWFSWJF TFFLJOH OP IF T PS BT
T DI C J T NFBOJOH, OP IF NFSF IJT P
SJDBM TFR FODFT C SB IFS IF OEFSM JOH
BOE EPNJOB JOH SJODJ MFT PG IF HSBOE SFOE
?IJT CPPL EFGJOJ FM DBSSJFT PO GSPN 7BNFT
5BSWF PCJOTPO T OP BCMF , ,
, CMJTIFE TFWFO FFO FBST BHP ?IF
DIBOHF GSPN , P , , JO IF J MF
JT TJHOJGJDBO GPS JO 5BS T CPPL NJOE JT
F FSOBMM JO SBOTJ JPO OP NFSFM JO IF
BHFT PG IJT PS BT F IP F BOE CFMJFWF C
BMTP JO IF JOEJWJE BM ISP HI B SPDFTT PG
FE DB JPO SBOTJ JPO GSPN IB P
IB - FMM GSPN NFSF B FSOFE NJOE B
MFBT , GSPN SJNJ JWF NJOE IJDI JT FTTFO
JBMM B FSOFE NJOE GSPN IF EFBE IBOE
PG NFSF SBEJ JPO BOE IF DS TIJOH EPNJO
BODF PG SJCBMJTN P IB - ?IB JT OP
TP FBT P TB . MFBT P JO FMMJHFODF, P
IF NF IPE PG TDJFODF WFST T IF EPHNBT PG
SJCF BOE SBEJ JPO, P IF FNFSHFODF PG IF
JOEJWJE BM GJST FSIB T BT S HHFE JOEJWJE
BM B TPS PG JO FSNFEJB F T B F IJDI N T
CF SBOTDFOEFE, C M JNB FM P B TPDJBM
JTFE JOEJWJE BM 0FS BJOM BM B T P PS B
MFBT P BSE EFNPDSBD , IF MBT TFWFO DIB
FST SJOH IF DIBOHFT PO IJT
5BS JT MJLFM P SPWF EJTDP SBHJOH P IF
OTP IJT JDB FE BOE FOEFS NJOEFE SFBEFS
5F PG FO DBSSJFT B T SBJO PG CJ FSOFTT BHBJOT
IF FWJMT PG IF JNFT BOE IF CJR J P T
SBOO PG IJT F BWFSTJPO IF B FSOFE NJOE
5F MPWFT P MB IF JDPOPDMBT BOE MPWFT B
TIJOJOH NBSL IF NBSCMF C T PG MB P CFJOH
IJT GBWPSJ F BSHF AF BMM IJT JT POF PG IJT
HSFB TFSWJDFT P TP OE IJOLJOH FT FDJBMM
JO IF GJFME PG FE DB JPOBM EJTD TTJPO BOE
IFPS IFSF IBSE IFBEFEOFTT IBT CFFO TP
CJ FSM OFFEFE ;O IF P IFS IBOE CF T SE
JM SFTJT T BO IJOH MJLF FTTJNJTN PS EFGFB
JTN 5F BDDF T IF SFNF 0P S PDJBM
FD SJ EFDJTJPOT BT TJHOT PG IF JNFT
8BT FBS IB 0P S BT MPPLFE PO BT
IF T SPOHIPME PG IF :FPMJ IJD NJOE
SFDFO M IF FWPM JPOBS FOFSHJFT PG IF
PSME IBWF CSPLFO ISP HI IFTF MB POJD SF
TFSWFT BOE OP IF 0P S JT PODF NPSF JO
IF NBJO T SFBN PG FWPM JPOBS DIBOHF
5F FWFO BENJ T IB B MFBEJOH JOE T SJBMJT
SFTJEFO PG POF PG P S HSFB FT DPS PSB JPOT
IBT SFDFO M PJOFE SPGFTTPS 1F F BT B
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SECOND VOICE IN DEFENSE OF THE LARGER MIND
NEEDED BY DEMOCRACY INCE THIS WAS WRIT
TEN THE FORTUNES OF DEMOCRACY HAVE SUNK TO
STILL LOWER EBB 5ET US HOPE THAT -R 1ART S
STALWART FAITH STILL STANDS FIRM
 ,
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, IS A STORY OF 2TALIAN ASCISM FROM
ITS ROOTS IN THE :ENAISSANCE TO ITS RECENT IN
TERVENTION IN THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF PAIN
IN SUPPORT OF THE REBEL FORCES HE AUTHOR
AN EMINENT LITERARY CRITIC UNIVERSITY PROFES
SOR AND FORMERLY THE FOREIGN EDITOR OF THE
, 2TALY S GREATEST LIBERAL
JOURNAL OF PRE ASCIST DAYS BECAME
WITH ASCIST AUTHORITIES BY REASON
OF HIS REFUSAL TO TAKE THE ASCIST OATH AND
IN ( HE FOUND HOSPITALITY IN THE NITED
TATES WHERE HE RESUMED HIS ACADEMIC CA
REER
1E WRITES FEELINGLY AND CONVINCINGLY IN
EASY FLOWING AND SOMEWHAT IMPRESSIONISTIC
STYLE OF THE TRIUMPH OF THE NEO CLASSICIST
LUST FOR GLORY WHICH HE AVERS DOMINATES
THE -UCE AND THE ASCIST MOVEMENT 2T IS
THIS LUST FOR GLORY AND THE WILL TO POWER
WHICH IN THE AUTHOR S VIEW ARE THE REAL E
PLANATION OF THE RISE OF ASCISM TO POWER
LLEGED ECONOMIC CAUSES WERE MUCH LESS DE
TERMINING THAN COMMONLY SUPPOSED 2TALY
AFTER THE AR WAS NOT MUCH WORSE OFF HE
THINKS THAN ANY OTHER COUNTRY HE INTER
PRETATION OF ASCISM IN TERMS OF ECONOMIC
CLASS WARFARE IS UTTERLY INADE UATE AS
CISM REMAINS WHAT IT I S ) AN OUTBURST OF EMO
TIONALISM AND PSEUDO INTELLECTUALI M THOR
OUGHLY IRRATIONAL IN ITS NATURE HIS IS A
MUCH NEEDED CORRECTION OF THE OVER EMPHA
SIS ON THE STRICTLY ECONOMIC E PLANATION OF
THE CRISIS USSOLINI HIMSELF ADMITTED IN
( THAT THE :EDS WERE NO LONGER A DAN
GER EHIND THE IMMEDIATE CRISIS WAS THE
FACT THAT THE LIBERAL STATE THE PRODUCT OF THE
:I ORGIMENTO CULMINATING IN UNIFICATION
IN HAD NOT LEARNED TO STAND ON ITS FEET
AND WALK CONFIDENTLY AFTER THE CENTURIES OF
SERVITUDE WHICH 2TALY HAD SUFFERED SINCE THE
PERIOD OF THE :ENAISSANCE
ORGHESE HAS INTERESTING CHAPTERS ON THE
PERSONALITY OF USSOLINI  WITH WHOM HE WAS
WELL AC UAINTED ON THE CRUSHING OF THE IN
TELLIGENTSIA THE SUBORDINATION OF THE ,HURCH
AND HIS DEFIANCE OF THE WORLD IN THE .THIOPI
AN AND PANISH VENTURES THOUGH THERE IS LIT
TLE THAT IS NEW IN ANY OF THEM 1E IS CON
VINCED THAT IN BOTH THE .THIOPIAN AND PAN
ISH VENTURES USSOLINI COULD EASILY HAVE BEEN
STOPPED IF 0REAT RITAIN AND RANCE HAD TAK
EN A REALLY FIRM STAND LUFF AND BLUSTER
TRIUMPHED AIDED BY A CONFLICT BETWEEN NA
TIONAL PURPOSES AND CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS IN
RITAIN AND RANCE
7EVERTHELESS -AWN WILL RISE IN DAYS
OR GENERATIONS ND A GREAT LESSON WILL HAVE
BEEN BE UEATHED BY THE BLACK AGE TO MAN
NEW EARTH AND SOCIETY WILL EVENTUALLY ARISE
ENLIGHTENED BY FREEDOM OF PHILOSOPHY AND SCI
ENCE UCH IS THE HOPE WHICH IS HELD OUT FO R
THOSE WHO ARE SUFFERING THE ILLS OF THE PRES
ENT 0  
$
9:8 . :2 .: 1 OW ARD C4 IN LEY
,ORN ING POET AND STORY WRITER OF 9ORTLAND
HAS A SERIES OF TALES ABOUT THE PEOPLE OF THE
I ES :IVER COUNTRY IN SOUTHERN COASTAL 8RE
GON . LI A B E TH BE LL A TEACHER OF PIANO
SENDS HER FIRST STORY TO :87 2.: 7-
2-5 7- FROM OUTH 8RANGE 7 3 IL
DRED - OH ERTY 5ARCHMONT 7 HAS WORKED
ON NEWSPAPERS IN ,HICAGO 1OLLYWOOD AND
7EW ORK
H OM A S IMA ,HICAGOAN SENDS HIS FIRST
STORY WHICH FINELY REVEALS THE SPIRIT OF THE
CITIFIED NEGRO . LM A 4 LIN ED OR F A FORMER
CONTRIBUTOR TO 1. 2-5 7- LIVES IN
0ARY 2ND UBREY 7 EASHAM TEACHES AT
HE NIVERSITY OF ,ALIFORNIA 1E HAS RE
VIEWED FOR THIS MAGA INE MANY WESTERN
BOOKS LB E R T 9 A R T O L L ISSOULA IS RE
SEARCHER INTO 7ORTHWEST HISTORY HE 87
7 . 0 2-. COMPILED AND WRIT
TEN BY WORKERS ON HE EDERAL RITERS
9ROJECT OF THE TATE IS ABOUT TO COME FROM
THE PRESS
HE 98. 0 EORGE C O T T 0 LEA SON 5AS
,RUCES 7 CONTRIBUTED TO THE SPRING IS
SUE OF THIS MAGA INE ED :OBINS A ,ALI
FORNIAN MAKES HIS FIRST APPEARANCE HERE
EN OTK IN WHO FORMERLY EDITED 854
AND LATER 9 ,. IS A PROFESSOR OF
.NGLISH AT HE NIVERSITY OF 8KLAHOMA
, A R O L . LY 1 ARPER ALLA ALLA ASH
COMPOSES MUSIC DRAWS AND PLAYS THE PIANO
AND THE VIOLIN HIS FOURTH LONG POEM BY
9 A T O RR ISSE TTE TEVENSON ASH COM
PLETES HIS SERIES ABOUT THE MYTHICAL FIGURE
:ILEY HE OUNG RITERS 3EAN CH W A R T
 9ORTLAND OR IT H OM SEN  EATTLE AND
. LIS A B E TH L LE N ARE COLLEGE UNDERGRAD
UATES
2 .
, . ,
1ARPER AND ROTHERS $( .AST TREET
7 , NOW ACCEPT MANUSCRIPTS FOR THE 9RI E
7OVEL ,ONTEST CLOSING 3AN ( ( ,IRCULAR
ON RE UEST
HE TLANTIC NON FICTION CONTEST
PRI E CLOSES AY ( (
HE ERKELEY 9LAYMAKERS OFFER PRI ES FOR
SHORT PLAYS EVERYTHING FROM CASH TO SILENT
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS DDRESS ' LAKE
STREET ERKELEY ALIF
EORGE NELL $ HERMAN VE ALT
4AKE ITY TAH IS COMPILING A BOOK
, LREADY ON HIS LIST ARE
HIT AND ANDA URNETT ,E OTO ALLY
TEGNER AND HE HOPES ARDIS .ISHER WILL
HAVE SOMETHING FOR HIM
HE LAST DATE IN THE DIARY OF ILLIAM
HOMAS WAS PRIL ' WO DAYS AFTER
THIS THE LOOTED AGON OF HOMAS HIS ' YEAR
OLD SON AND HIS DRIVER 2OSEPH HULT WERE
FOUND WEST OF .ORT . MITH ON THE IG
0ORN RIVER 4AST SUMMER 2OHN 4IENEACH
' NEPHEW OF HOMAS SEARCHED FOR THE GRAVE
OF HIS RELATIVES AND FOUND IT A FEW MILES
FROM 4ODGE RASS 5ONTANA 6OW THE PLANS
DIVISION OF THE 5ONTANA HIGHWAY DEPART
MENT HAVE COMPLETED A MARKER HEADSTONE FOR
THE MOUND
5ONTANA AUTHORS ON AXTON S LISTS FARE
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